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Introduction: Africa's Resources in the Twenty First Century
Editor
After a transitional hiatus, the ACAS Bulletin is
back. We are pleased to bring you this special
double issue, long in the works, devoted to
resources in Africa and their connections to US and
global economic policies. We apologize for the
delay in getting this issue out. This is mainly a
consequence of a major reorganization at ACAS,
including a new and much improved website, now
available at: www.concernedafricascholars.org.
Please visit the new website, join our efforts to
reinvigorate the organization, become a member of
ACAS if you are not already one, encourage others
to do so, and consider writing for us in the Bulletin,
for our action alerts, and our political research
committee.
At the start of the new millennium, Africa's
position within the world economy remains much
as it has over the past 125 to 500 years -a land of
resources unequally extracted and appropriated by
wealthy
industrialized
nations
and
their
corporations, perpetuating continued underdevelopment at many levels. While African economic
initiatives such as NEP AD, or more grassroots
businesses, partnerships and social movements seek
to challenge this status quo, global capitalism under
US hegemony continues unabated. This issue of
the ACAS Bulletin joins in a growing conversation
about Africa's resources, and the role they play in
African and global realities. 1 It is an initial effort,
with the intention of continuing, so we encourage
our readers to send us updates, additions,
perspectives and debates on these and related
issues, both for further bulletins on this important
topic, and for a growing web-presence we envision,
that will include short fact sheets and resources for
teachers, students, activists and policy makers.

Our approach to critically examrnrng Africa's
resources is two-fold. On the one hand, we think
that people need to know more, and have access to
better information about, the primary resources and
commodities that originate in Africa and go on to
populate global commodity chains. Even after a
brief mention in a 2006 VH1 Special with the band
Sum 41, most people we speak with still do not
know what coltan is, or that it is in their phones,
laptops and playstations, or that the violence
associated with its extraction in Congo and
elsewhere in Africa is generally akin to that we are
now beginning to connect with blood diamonds.
Most Western consumers do not associate the
convenience of electronic miniaturization with
violence in Africa, or the profiteering of shadowy
corporations and multinational subsidiaries. Yet, as
'blood diamond' enters the US lexicon, a sustained
focus on resources in Africa, and the rest of the
world, could lead us to a new language of growing
social responsibility, in which terms like fair trade
produce, conflict-free coltan, equitable petroleum,
community development cotton, cooperative
bananas, and so on, would proliferate and start to
make sense. Every resource we consume in the
world has a history, a chain of links from
production to consumption, and the better these are
understood the better citizens of the privileged
consuming north will be aware of and
able/compelled to alter how they negotiate their
positions within the economic and social networks
they inhabit. To this end, this issue contains essays
on oil, copper, coltan, diamonds and the global
weapons trade.
At the same time, this issue also seeks to expand
our definition of resources, to include non-material,
less tangible resources in our analysis. Africa
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contains and produces more than just the richest
sources of mineral wealth in the world; it also
produces lrnowledge, technical capacity, and vast
human energies. Problems such as the much talked
about "brain-drain" fall within this category. To
this end, this issue includes four pieces that explore
more conceptual issues under the rubric of
Resources: biodiversity and the green revolution,
the question of democracy in US foreign policy,
advertising colonialism in the guise of charity,
social movements to restrict unethical resource
appropriation, and the socio-political resource of
leadership in the African context. We hope this
broadening of parameters will encourage future
contributors to go even further in rethinking these
central issues surrounding Africa and its place in
the world. We need to surpass the representation of
Africa most of us in the West were mis-educated
upon, in which Africa was a territory demarcated
only by the natural resources each region produced.
Some of this work starts in the educational process,
and ACAS is promoting initiatives to incorporate
and include students in the research and activism
processes. To this end, this issue contains the
collaborative work of the bulletin editor with
undergraduate, masters and dissertation level
students in Minnesota, Atlanta and Nigeria. We
hope future contributors will expand this effort to
promote classroom-based research and involvement
in the issues confronting Africa and the world
today.
Jesus Chucho Garcia, a Venezuela-based global
activist campaigning to curtail so-called "Free
Trade" agreements like the FTAA, opens our
discussion with a very different vision of the recolonization of Africa than the one seen in recent
years by Professor Ali Mazrui. 2 Whereas Mazrui
called for tentative consideration of powerful
African [or even external] nations colonizing their
neighbors, Garcia identifies re-colonization with the
rise of US imperial and transnational corporate
power -- something that must be blocked by social
movements like those mobilized to fight
colonialism throughout the twentieth century. His
observations on oil in the Gulf of Guinea and the
economic might this should suggest are made all the
more potent by the author's location within the
grand oil derived social experiment that is
Venezuela today. Garcia is someone to watch in
the growing movements to build south-south
solidarity, particularly within the Americas and
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across the Atlantic. We chose to publish his short
essay in both Spanish and English to recognize his
steadfast work as a colleague based in the South of
our hemisphere, and the importance of Spanishspeakers in current social movements.
Bob Hitchcock continues this broad introductory
note with an overview of recent legal benchmarks
and scholarly debates about resources and questions
of indigenous identity in southern Africa, thereby
setting parameters for the conversation that follows
in this issue. From there, Hitchcock provides an
update of latest developments in resource struggles
occurring throughout southern Africa today.
Elsewhere in the continent, Congo is establishing
new codes of conduct for resource exploitation that
bear some promise but will need to be closely
monitored in the immediate future. Whereas,
several years ago, local communities on the
southern coast of Kenya succeeded in blocking the
Canadian mining transnational Tiomin Resources
Inc. from expropriating vast tracts of land for
titanium mining without compensation to local
peoples for their displacements, but the company
soon gained a foothold elsewhere nearby.3 More
recently, the renewal of bans on ivory trading in
Africa and the world are being resisted by several
Southern African nations that prefer limited and
managed exports instead. 4 And Trade Unions in
African and other South nations are banding
together to resist tariff reductions pushed by
wealthy nations, and cotton is proving to be a
central issue in this fight. 5 In these and myriad
other ways, resources remain at the center of
conflicts over trade, wealth and the futures of
millions of people in Africa and beyond.
Oil is in ever greater demand globally, and now
especially in Africa, particularly with ongoing
'instability' in the Middle East. This is brought to
light in the excellent piece by Daniel Volman,
which reached us in late 2006 but needs little
updating as a warning signal of things now afoot
throughout the continent. The shift toward Africa
in US and Western corporate exploration for oil
reserves, indicates a major new trend, and presages
the next issue of the Bulletin, on the effects of the
US "War on Terror" in North Africa and beyond.
Further, previous issues of the Bulletin have
discussed the role of oil politics in the conflict in
Sudan, particularly Darfur, and the intersection of
this conflict with events in Chad, itself newly beset
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with oil discoveries, oil money and oil instability.
Volman's linking of military build-up under the
guise of the global "war on terror" with renewed
corporate designs on the African continent is an
important new dimension of what Garcia is calling
the current re-colonization.
Continuing the study of specific commodity
resources in specific contexts, Jan-Frederik
Abbeloos traces the place of copper in the
Congolese economy and from there into the world
economy. Using a world systems commodity chain
analysis, he highlights the journey of this important
ore from its extraction to its global consumption.
Julia Ogris provides a concise and detailed review
of the history of coltan conflict, revisions and
restrictions on its production, and the context in
which we should now continue to monitor its place
in African and global commerce. This is a much
needed piece, bringing clarity to a little known, and
poorly understood metal ore which is slowly
gaining in visibility but still largely below the
culture's radar. Conversely, Sarah Drake and Jesse
Benjamin review the latest trends in the more
sensationalized blood diamond discourse, from
Hollywood to the circumvention of treaties as
Western awareness slowly grows. As the leading
case of elevated awareness regarding an African
commodity resource, what gains if any are to be
seen in such sudden notoriety? Finally, Sabelo
Ndlovu-Gatsheni muses on the place of that often
invisible trade .commodity that has so long flowed
into the African continent, often on the transport
vehicles arriving to remove export trade items [as
seen in the recent film Darwin 's Nightmare]: how
have guns, bombs and weapons of mass destruction
shaped Africa and the world in a relationship that
literally contours much of what we call modernity?
Most of our readers will have followed events in the
Niger Delta, and its conflict over oil exploitation,
since at least the shocking death of Ken Saro-Wiwa
and his co-defendants in 1995. Gift Omobolanle
Amaike and J. Benjamin provide an essay that at
once reviews the history of struggles in the Niger
Delta that led up to their execution at the hands of
the Nigerian state and its oil allies, and delves
deeper into the current context of increasingly
armed conflict centering on social movements such
as MEND.
This case of extreme resource
exploitation at the almost totalizing expense of the
local populace sets a dangerous tone of increasingly

militarized resistance in the face of utter
desperation and lack of alternatives; yet few in US
policy-making positions calculate this in their
decisions, and few US citizens boycott Shell and
Chevron stations, the companies most complicit in
this spiral of pollution, violence and dispossession.
Meanwhile, loosely organized Fox-fueled resistance
to Citgo stations is cropping up throughout the US,
precisely as Venezuela moves to use its oil reserves
to support the needs of its whole population, as well
as those of the Caribbean, Central and South
America, and increasingly Africa, where it is
actively seeking oil-based cooperation with several
nation-states.
Rounding out this action-packed issue, two longtime ACAS hands consider divergent resource
related issues. Carol Thompson considers old and
new versions of the so-called ' green revolution' in
the context of heightened bio-piracy of indigenous
resources, while Bill Martin reacts to the profligate
manipulation of African images in the marketing of
commodities and charity in the West. Just as
nineteenth century colonialism operated within a
framework of liberal "concern" for the colonized,
Thompson and Martin unmask the consequences of
today' s liberal Africa crusaders, from Bono to the
Gates Foundation. Instead, they challenge readers
to look to Africa for ideas about harnessing its
indigenous biodiversity wealth and for interventions
in the structures of inequality that create food
shortages, stereotypic representations and other
forms of underdevelopment. Pamela Inoti and J.
Benjamin then reflect on the ' commodity' of
democracy through the lens of the Kenyan case, in
which US support was unquestioned during decades
of de facto dictatorship, while increasing
democracy and mild questioning of US policy
agendas within its territory have since led to a
cooling of once solid ties. Finally, considering the
positive resource of indigenous African leadership,
veteran political analyst and recent entrant into the
political fray, Professor Eric Aseka muses on how
authentic leadership can be mustered from within to
address pressing social concerns on the continent.
It is hoped that these diverse essays on theory,
history, global legal frameworks , social movements,
specific commodity case studies, and less tangible
conceptual resources in Africa will incite further
thinking and action on these and other resource
related issues that lie at the heart of continuing
patterns of inequality between Africa and the wider
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world. We hope to hear from readers in the near
future with reactions, comments, and especially
additional notes toward this ongoing project.
1. For example, the Edmonds Institute recently published
"Out of Africa: Mysteries of Access and Benefit
Sharing," by Jay McGown, which exposes the profligate
piracy of Africa bio-resources without compensation to
the cultures who discovered, developed and/or nurtured
them. The journal Development Southern Africa issued a
call for papers similar to our own, under the title: "Africa
and the 'New' Resource Scramble: Emerging
Contestations and Insights," for a 2007 publication date.
More famously, and controversially, Professor Ali
Mazrui has called for a recolonization of Africa in
several venues, including the CODESRIA Bulletin - a
proposal that had political as well as directly resourcerelated ramifications.

2. Ali Mazrui, "Recolonization of Africa," Sunday
Nation [Kenya], February, 1995; and repeated elsewhere
since then.
3. The late Katama Mkangi, an activist sociologist, and
other community activists, were able to get a court
injunction blocking the deal on environmental and
cultural grounds in late 2000 (Nation Correspondent
2000, Russell 2000). They sued the Minister for
Environment and Natural Resources, essentially
contesting state management policies. The lawsuit
brought by Mkangi et al. also made a powerful point of
connection and continuity, explicitly showing the
scramble for Africa to still be underway.
4. "African States Call for 20-Year Ban on Ivory," AFP,
April24, 2007.
5. Africafocus Bulletin, "Africa: Trade Unions Speak
Out on Trade," March 17, 2007.

La Recolonizacion de Africa
Jesus "Chucho" Garcia
Por mas de medio milenio las potencias europeas
secuestraron de Africa sub-Sahariana, es decir todo
el territorio de este continente que va mas alia del
desierto del Sahara, mas de treinta rnillones de seres
humanos para convertirlos en esclavizados ·y
levantar las economias del capitalismo mercantil y
apropiarse a sangre y fuego de los espacios
territoriales de las Americas el Caribe, como lo
demostr6 Walter Rodney in su libro Como Europa
Subdesarrollo a Africa.
El primer mineral que los europeos explotaron en
Africa sub-Sahariana fueron las manos y las
inteligencias de rnillones de africanos capturados de
las civilizaciones Yoruba, Kongo, Fon, Ashanti,
Mandinga, entre otros. Decimos inteligencia, pues
siempre se ha repetido hasta el cansancio que los
africanos solo eran "manos de obra esclava", que
eran salvajes, no tenian cultura ni ningt!n tipo de
desarrollo social. Se trataba de la vision
Eurocentrica para denigrar de la gran cuna de la
civilizaci6n universal como para ese memento lo
constituia Africa sub-Sahariana.
Del Saqueo a Ia Colonizacion y Resistencia
Despues de cuatro siglos de saqueo (1500-1900),
secuestros y explotaci6n . intensiva de hombres,
mujeres y nifios de Africa sub-Sahariana, las
potencia
europeos
decidieron
formalmente
repartirse el continente africano con la famosa
4

Conferencia de Berlin en el a:fio 1885, hace
aproximadamente ciento once afios. Asi paises
como Inglaterra, Francia, Portugal, Espana y
Alemania, dividieron el territorio africano sin
importarle
las
demarcaciones
territoriales
civilizatorias. Asi, pro ejemplo los Yoruba
quedaron dividios en tres paises: Nigeria
(controlado por Inglaterra), Togo y Benin
(controlado por los franceses); la antigua
civilizaci6n Kongo Dia Ntotela qued6 dividi6 entres
paises: Republica Democratica del Congo
(Belgica), Congo Brazaville (Francia) y Angola
(Portugal). Ante esta situaci6n cornienzan a surgir
lideres y movimientos de liberaci6n contra las
politicas colonizadoras como las de los Mau Mau,
encabezada por Jomo Kenyatta (Kenya). Mas
adelante emergen con fuerza en la decada de los
sesenta los movirnientos de liberaci6n apoyados por
la antigua Union Sovietica y posteriormente Cuba.
El imperialismo norteamericano, para entonces,
entraria en acci6n y se suma a las politicas de las
potencias de Europa por lograr el control del
territorio africano. Las grandes inteligencias
africanas comenzarona ser descuartizadas como
Patricio Lumumba (Congo), Arnilcar Cabral
(Guinea Bissau), Thomas Shankara (Burkina Faso),
Samora Machel (Mozambique), entre otros. Sin
embargo los procesos libertarios se lograron
victoriosamente a fmales de los afios setenta y
ochenta del siglo XX.
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Africa Hoy y Ia Recolonizaci6n
Despues de la caida de la Union Sovietica, asi como
la disminucion del apoyo permanente de Cuba en
Africa sub-Sahariana, la mayoria de los paises
dejaron de llamarse Republicas Populares, como lo
fueron Republica Popular de Benin y Congo, pro
ejemplo. Abandonaron la concepcion Marxista del
estado y pasaron a las exigencias que imponian las
grandes transnacionales y a ajustarse a los
organismos fmancieros como el Banco Mundial y el
Fondo Monetario Intemacional. Lamentablemente
entraron en la fase del neoliberalismo mas salvaje
conduciendo entrando en la nueva era que he
enominadol la Recolonizacion de Africa subSahariana. Hoy Africa sub-Sahariana sobre todo los
paises del Golfo de Guinea (Nigeria, Guinea
Ecuatorial, GabOn, Chad y · Angola), estan
produciendo cuatro millones quinientos mil barriles
de petroleos diariamente. Eso coloca en un lugar

privilegiado a estos pases en la estructura
explotadora las grandes compafiias petroleras
transnacionales estadounidenses (principalmente),
asi como las compafiias francesas e inglesas.
Estados Unidos declaro a Africa como parte de su
estrategia de seguridad Nacional. Eso significa que
la inversion de capital y de politicas interventoras
iniciaron en Africa una nueva etapa. Ya muchos
movimientos sociales en Africa comienzan a
reaccionar como en el pasado lo hicieron los MauMau contra estas nuevas formas de colonizacion.
Jesus Chucho Garcia es director de la Revista
de
la
Red
de
Africamerica,
miembro
Organizaciones Afrovenezolanas, y asesor del
Parlamento Andino sobre temas Afrodescendientes.
Ha escrito mas de 20 libros sobre temas Africanos y
Afroamericanos.
E/mail:
jesuschuchogarcia@
hotrnail.com.

The Re-Colonization of Africa
Jesus "Chucho" Garcia
[Translation by Marion Traub-W emer]
For more than half a millennium, European powers
have kidnapped from sub-Saharan Africa- that is to
say, all of the territory of the continent that runs
south from the Sahara Desert - more than
30,000,000 human beings to convert them to slaves
and sustain mercantile capitalist economies and to
appropriate by blood and fire the lands of the
Caribbean [and the] Americas, as Walter Rodney
demonstrated m his book How Europe
Underdeveloped Africa.
The first natural resource that the Europeans
exploited in Sub-Saharan Africa was the labor and
intelligence of millions of Africans captured from
the civilizations of the Yoruba, Kongo, Fon,
Ashanti, Mandinga, among others. We say
intelligence, because it is repeated ceaselessly that
the Africans were merely 'manual slave labor,' that
they were savages, that they had no culture, nor any
sort of social development. This was the
Eurocentric vision in order to deride the great cradle
of universal civilization which during this time was
constituted by Sub-Saharan Africa.

From Plunder to Colonization and Resistance
After four centuries of plunder (1500-1900),
kidnappings and intensive exploitation of men,
women and children of sub-Saharan Africa, the
European powers decided to formally divide the
African continent amongst themselves during the
famous Berlin Conference in 1885, approximately
one hundred and twenty one years ago. England,
France, Portugal, Spain and Germany divided the
continent without considering the territorial
boundaries of the existing African civilizations. So,
for example, the Y oruba were divided between
three countries: Nigeria (controlled by England),
and Togo and Benin (controlled by the French); the
ancient civilization Kongo Dia Ntotela was divided
amongst three countries: the Democratic Republic
of the Congo (Belgium), Congo Brazzaville
(France) and Angola (Portugal). Leaders and
liberation movements, like the Mau-Mau led by
J omo Kenyatta, began to form to oppose the
colonial policies. Later on, during the decade of the
s1xt1es, liberation movements formed with
significant strength supported by the former Soviet
Union and later Cuba. North American imperialism
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would then enter into the field and join in the
policies of the European powers in order to gain
control of African territory.
[As a result of
challenges to this imperialism,] great African
intellectuals were brutally murdered [dismembered]
like Patrice Lumumba (Congo), Amilcar Cabral
(Guinea Bissau), Thomas Sankara (Burkina Faso),
Samora Machel (Mozambique), amongst others.
Nevertheless, the liberation struggles achieved their
victorious aims by the end of the 1970s and into the
1980s.
Africa Today and Re-Colonization
After the fall of. the Soviet Union and the decrease
of permanent support from Cuba in Sub-Saharan
Africa, the majority of the countries ceased to call
themselves People's Republics, like the People's
Republics of Benin and Congo for example. They
abandoned the Marxist concept of the state and
came under the sway of the demands imposed by
the large transnationals as well as the international
financial organizations like the World Bank and the
JMF. Unfortunately, they began a phase of savage
neoliberalism, inaugurating a new era that I have
termed the re-colonization of Sub-Saharan Africa.
Today, Sub-Saharan Africa, especially the countries

along the Gulf of Guinea (Nigeria, Equatorial
Guinea, Gabon, Chad and Angola), is producing
four million five hundred thousands barrels of oil
daily. This reality [should] place these countries in
a privileged position in the exploitative hierarchy of
the large (mostly) US transnational oil corporations,
as well as the French and English corporations. The
United States [recently] declared Africa part of its
national security strategy. This means that capital
investment and interventionist policies [have]
inaugurated a new phase in Africa. Already, many
social movements in Africa have begun to respond,
as the Mau-Mau did in the past, to resist these new
forms of colonization.
Jesus "Chucho" Garcia is a founder of the AfroVenezuelan Network, an ethnologist, president of
the Afroamerica Foundation in Caracas, Venezuela,
and editor of the journal Africamerica, dedicated to
the study and research of the contributions of
African peoples to the cultures of the Americas. He
is one ofVenezuela's foremost experts on the AfroVenezuelan community, a life-long activist against
racism in Venezuela, and author of more than 20
books on Africans and African-Americans. Email:
j esuschuchogarcia@hotrnail.com

Surface and Sub-Surface Resource Rights Among Indigenous Peoples
in Southern Africa: Conflict or Cooperation?
Robert K. Hitchcock
The debates over human rights in southern Africa
have changed over time, from a focus on individual
rights and apartheid to concerns with collective
rights to adequate livelihoods, health, poverty
alleviation, and economic development. 1 Articles
11 and 12 of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights refer to the
right of everyone to an adequate standard of living,
including adequate food, clothing, and housing, and
to the continuous improvement of living conditions
as well as to the right of everyone to the enjoyment
of the highest standards of physical and mental
health. Included within the broad category of
livelihoods in the arguments of the Committee on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights of the United
Nations is the right to water.2 Indigenous peoples
in Africa have argued vociferously for greater
attention to rights to land, surface resources such as
wildlife and medicinal plants, and culture. 3 Less
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attention has been paid by indigenous groups to
rights to sub-surface resources (precious metals and
minerals, energy sources such as coal and uranium),
in part because these resources were often seen as
ones that belonged to the state and as such, they felt
that they stood little chance to get access to them.
The meaning of the term ' indigenous people' is
controversial in human rights discourses worldwide,
and this is particularly true in southern Africa. The
government of Botswana, for example, considers all
people in the country who have resided there for a
substantial period to be indigenous. 4 The
Constitution of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996)
guarantees rights to both indigenous and minority
peoples. Unlike the constitution of Botswana,
which has no provisions for ethnic minorities, the
South African constitution makes specific reference
to certain indigenous populations, notably the San,
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Khoi, and Nama (Section 6[5]). At the same time,
it should be stressed that many of the constitutions
of southern African nation-states contain a bill of
rights (e.g. Botswana, South Africa, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe). 5 The basic civil rights including the
right to life, liberty, property, and security of the
person are protected in all of the constitutions of the
southern African states. fu South Africa, the
equality clause indicates that positive measures are
required for the true achievement of equity in the
country. An interpretation of this clause is that antipoverty measures need to be undertaken in order to
improve the socioeconomic statuses of people in the
country.
Section 31 of the South African constitution states
that members of communities in South Africa may
engage freely in the practice of culture, language,
and religion. One way that this clause has been
interpreted is that communities such as the San and
Nama have the right to speak and learn their own
mother tongue languages. The property clause in
the South African Constitution makes provision for
land restitution, and it is this provision that has been
used by indigenous and minority groups in their
efforts to recover land and resources lost to the
apartheid state.
fu spite of constitutional protections against
discrimination in southern African states,
indigenous and minority peoples have found it
difficult to get their land and resource rights
recognized. fu some cases, they have had to resort
to legal action, challenging the constitutions of their
countries, in order to obtain recognition of their
rights. The governments of the states in southern
Africa have not always been willing to respond
positively to the requests of various ethnic groups
for greater political recognition. None of the
southern African states have ratified futernational
Labour Organization Convention 169 Concerning
fudigenous and Tribal Peoples in fudependent
Countries, which is the only international
instrument that legally binds countries to protect the
rights of indigenous peoples.
Recent legislation in South Africa governing
national heritage resources (the National Heritage
Resources Act) requires natural heritage authorities
to develop the capacities and skills of individuals
and communities involved in heritage management,
and it stipulates that non-government organizations

may nominate people to serve on heritage resources
councils at the national and provincial levels. Some
indigenous and minority groups in South Africa see
this legislation as a means of gaining greater control
over culturally significant sites such as those
containing rock art. fu Botswana, Namibia, and
Zimbabwe, legislation relating to wildlife
conservation and community-based natural resource
management has been useful for communities
seeking to establish greater control over wildlife
resources. There have been gains in recognition of
water rights in some southern African states,
although this has not always meant that individuals
and communities can get de jure (legal) control
over water points, even if they established them
themselves.
One of the ways that San and Nama have attempted
to gain access to land and resources has been to
resort to the courts in southern Africa. fu 1994, the
tKhomani San in South Africa filed a land claim
under the new constitution in South Africa. fu
1999, the first phase of the claim was resolved and
the tKhomani were granted land (some 38,000
hectares) in their ancestral area. Subsequently, the
tKhomani got co-management rights over land
within the Kgalagadi Transfontier Park (KTP,
formerly, the Kalahari Gemsbok National Park)
from which they had been evicted in 1931. 6 Efforts
are being made to promote community-based
natural resource management and to enhance
development capacity among the tKhomani and
other southern Kalahari San.
Mineral Resources and Rights in Mrica
Africa is known for being a continent rich in human
and natural resources. Mineral and energy resources
are found in a sizable number of Africa's countries.
The problem has been, however, that oil-led and
mineral-led development activities have often not
resulted in equitable distributions of resources and
poverty alleviation. Some countries, such as the
Democratic Republic of Congo, have sought to
terminate unfair mineral concession agreements and
to get greater returns from private companies doing
business within their borders.

Southern African countries have substantial mineral
resources. South Africa and Zimbabwe have
strategic minerals, those minerals crucial for the
military-industrial complex.
Angola produces
nearly a million barrels of oil per day and is the
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second largest petroleum producer in Africa, next to
Nigeria. 7 Zambia is known for its substantial
copper deposits in the Copper Belt and has other
mineral deposits elsewhere. South Africa and
Zimbabwe have a wide array of minerals, including
chromium, coal, gold, and copper, all of which are
being exploited currently. Botswana is the world's
largest diamond producer. Namibia is an important
producer of uranium.
In southern Africa, subsurface resources such as
minerals belong to the state, not to individuals or
communities. If private companies exploit the
minerals, they must pay a certain royalty to the
government. The revenues from minerals go into
the national treasury. Some of the funds may be
devoted to development (for example, building
roads and schools). The moneys from the minerals
may also be held in reserve as a hedge against
future economic downturns.

One of the problems faced by local people in
Angola is that many of the funds generated by oil
and mineral sales did not reach the local population
either directly or indirectly because they were
siphoned off by either the government or other
organizations (e.g. in Angola, UNITA, the Unido
Nacional para a Independencia Total de Angola).
' Conflict diamonds,' those diamonds that were
exploited by guerilla groups in order to support
their on-going military activities, were seen as a
major problem in Africa by non-government
organizations (e.g. Global Witness) and by the
United Nations. 8 A major concern of the diamond
industry is how to differentiate between conflict
diamonds and those diamonds that were obtained
legally. This is done through a certification
process, the Kimberly Process Certification
Scheme, which was put in place by the diamond
mining companies as a means of self-monitoring.
The problem with the Kimberly Process, however,
is that some conflict diamonds apparently are still
entering the supply chain.
In the case of Zimbabwe and Lesotho, local people
sometimes obtained precious and semi-precious
stones which they sold in order to raise income, but
the Zimbabwe and Lesotho governments have
attempted to curtail these act1V1t1es, giving
preference to private sector commercial operators
who then provide the government with a portion of
the profits obtained. Some local groups have called
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for southern African governments to consider
allowing people residing in areas where diamonds
and other precious minerals have been found to
provide some of the economic benefits from mining
to local communities in addition to having funds go
into national treasuries. Thus far, these efforts have
met with little success.
With respect to sub-surface rights, rights to those
resources that are below ground (such as diamonds,
gold, platinum, and chromium), none of the states
in .southern Africa have granted sub-surface
resource rights to communities except for South
Africa, and in this case it was only because of a
legal challenge by the Nama of the Richtersveld
region in the northern Cape that was upheld on
appeal by the Constitutional Court of South Africa
in 2003. 9 Mineral resources are considered state
resources by all of the southern African states (and
indeed, by nearly all states worldwide). The state
does, however, have the power to make
concessions, usually to companies, many of them
transnational corporations, to exploit the subsurface resources in exchange for royalties. Some
countries with mineral-led economies, such as
Botswana, have reinvested · mining revenues in
broad-based development programs. But by and
large, there has been a marked reluctance to allow
specific communities or ethnic groups to profit
directly from sub-surface resources. Most southern
African countries have passed national legislation
which makes the state responsible for sub-surface
resources.
While few nations allow ethnic groups sub-surface
rights, many societies do allow benefits from subsurface resources to go to groups in effect by
allowing ' derivation rights ' whereby the state uses
part of the income to support local areas, whether
defmed for that purpose or defined as sub-national
jurisdictions - states, municipalities, territories. In
Russia and the United States one can incorporate an
enterprise in many different places, and where that
is done it generates revenue for that location
independent of other streams of the income. In
Nigeria, oil-producing states get 13 percent of the
on-shore petroleum income, but these states now
are arguing for 50 percent. Non-oil producing
states are saying, on the other hand, that they
produced peanuts or cocoa for years and never got
any special set-asides on the income stream. So
there are pressures from various directions on the
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state when it comes to allowing sub-surface
resource benefits to flow to local-level entities or
groups. 10 There is a rapidly developing set of social
movements among indigenous groups and their
supporters to address issues surrounding the social,
economic, and environmental impacts of mining
and energy resource exploitation and to gain greater
access to employment, mining royalties, and
development benefits from rmmng and oil
companies. 11 Some indigenous groups in southern
Africa have pointed to the cooperation among
Australian Aboriginal peoples and mmmg
companies in Australia as a potential model for how
to gain a percentage of royalties. Others have
argued that some of the newer mining companies in
Australia do not have consultation mechanisms and
cooperation agreements with Aboriginal groups, so
caution has to be exercised in following the
Australian model. 12

Land Rights in Southern Africa
The primary way that San and other people who see
themselves as indigenous or as ethnic minorities in
southern Africa got access to land and water
resources in the past was through self-allocation,
that is, through moving into an area, establishing
occupancy, and, in so doing, gaining use rights over
land, water, and other natural resources. Over time,
these rights became, in effect, customary rights.
People also attempted to ensure their occupancy
rights in some cases by approaching traditional
authorities (e.g. chiefs, headmen and head women)
to ask them for the right to live and work in specific
areas. In many cases, the traditional authorities
granted these requests, at least verbally, if for no
other reason than the fact that they felt that the
presence of local people in remote areas would have
some benefits. As one Tswana traditional authority
put it to me in August, 1976, "We could always go
out hunting and ask the Basarwa to help us. They
were excellent trackers and were very useful when
it came to butchering the animals we killed and
making biltong (dried meat)."
After the passage of the Tribal Land Act in
Botswana, which went into effect in 1970, local
people had to apply to the district land board for
water and grazing rights. If there was a sub-land
board in the area, it was that body to which they had
to apply for arable rights (plots of agricultural land),
residential rights (for their homes), and business
plots (places where individuals could run an

enterprise). Under Tswana customary law,
individuals could establish a water right if they
invested labor and capital in the digging of a well or
the drilling of a borehole. It should be noted,
however, that San and other minority groups had
enormous difficulty in getting land boards to agree
to granting them water rights and grazing rights.
Very few, if any, San had the capital to expend in
the digging of a well or especially the drilling of a
borehole, which, in some cases, cost upwards of
P600,000 (the Botswana Pula at the time was worth
about P6- US $1).
San commun1t1es sought the assistance of nongovernmental organizations in an effort to enhance
their capacity to manage land and resources and to
help
generate
income
and
employment
opportunities. Local-level training on land and
resource rights was undertaken by local NGOs.
Materials (e.g. handbooks, brochures) were
produced that local people can refer to as they seek
to promote their land rights.
In addition,
representatives of a number of San communities
attended district-level and national meetings on
land, development, human rights, and community
based natural resource management where they
attempted to raise awareness of the needs of San for
more secure rights to land and resources.
In Ghanzi District, Botswana, Nharo San from the
community ofD'Kar worked out an agreement with
Kuru Development Trust (now part of the Kuru
Family of Organizations) and SNV, the Netherlands
Development Organization, to purchase a freehold
farm at Dqae Qare, 11 km north of Ghanzi
Township. This farm today is run by the D'Kar
Community Trust and generates income for the
employees of the farm and for the community. It
should be stressed, however, that Dqae Qare is
unusual in Botswana since it is the only freehold
land currently owned by a San community. Other
San groups in Botswana discussed the idea of
seeking access to freehold land or to leasehold
ranches, but it was decided that the process was too
difficult and costly.
In Namibia, the Khwe of West Caprivi sought legal
help from the Legal Assistance Center in the late
1990s when the government of Namibia announced
a decision to establish a prison farm on land where
the Khwe had a community campsite along the
Okavango River.
Eventually, the government
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backed down and located the prison farm a short
distance away, so no case was heard in court. But
the threat of legal action obviously had some impact
on the decision by the Namibia government as to
where to put the prison farm.
Groups in Namibia and South Africa attempted to
get access to freehold land, as well. In the case of
the !Xun and K.hwe San who formerly worked for
the South African Defense Force and who were
resettled in South Africa in 1990, the South African
government granted them 12,900 hectares of land in
the form of a freehold farm at P1atfontein near
Kimberly. In Namibia, several groups of San, some
of whom were former soldiers and freehold farm
workers, have attempted to negotiate with nongovernment organizations in an effort to get them to
assist in the funding of the purchase of freehold
farms, but so far, they have been unsuccessful in
this effort. They do have hopes, however, of
getting funding from donors to try and purchase
freehold land.
The indigenous populations in southern Africa
realized that if they were to gain greater control
over land and resources, they were going to have to
employ some new strategies. A suggestion made
by a number of San and groups working with them
was that they use the approach of employing
community-based natural resource management as
a means of gaining greater control over land and
wildlife resources.
This approach worked
reasonably well, and by 2007 20% of the communal
land of Namibia was set aside as conservancies,
areas of land over which communities had rights to
lease out wildlife for hunting purposes.
In
Botswana, there are some 80 different community
based natural resource management programs, some
of them overseen and managed by San
communities. Community-based natural resource
management programs also exist in Lesotho,
Mozambique, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe. Community trusts that have been
established in communal areas in a number of
southern African countries and some of these trusts
are generating substantial income from ecotourism
and safari hunting operations.
Another strategy employed by the San, Nama, and
other indigenous and minority groups to promote
their rights in southern Africa has been to engage
legal advisors. In some cases, the lawyers have
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provided advice, usually pro bono, to communities
and individuals. Ditshwanelo, the Botswana Center
for Human Rights, for example, assisted a San
community that lost its access to a borehole in
Shaikarawe, Botswana to an individual to regain its
right to the water point. In other instances, legal
advisors have been paid for by donors or by
international
indigenous
peoples
support
organizations, two examples being the International
Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) in
Denmark and Survival International in London. To
take an example, in 2002 a legal case was brought
against the attorney general of the government of
Botswana by G/wi and G//ana San and the
Bakagalagadi, minority peoples who had long
resided in the central Kalahari region. Local people
had their water points destroyed and had been
removed from the Central Kalahari Game Reserve
in the late 1990s and early part of the new
millennium. The case revolved around the right of
local people to return to live in the reserve and to
have rights to water and wildlife resources there.
In December, 2006, after the longest and most
expensive legal case in Botswana history, the San
and Bakgalagadi won a landmark legal victory.
The problem, however, for the San and Bakgalagadi
who have returned to the reserve is that they
continue to face arrest if they engage in hunting,
and they have to utilize either scarce surface water
(when it is available) or depend on wild plants such
as melons for moisture on which to survive. In
June, 2007, it was announced that a mining
company, Gem Diamonds, had purchased the
mining licenses for sites around Gope in the Central
Kalahari Game Reserve, an area where De Beers
and Falconbridge, Ltd. (Xstrata) had found
kimberlite deposits indicating the presence of
diamonds. The issue now is what rights local
people will have to benefit from the presence of the
diamond exploration and potential rmmng
operations on their ancestral lands which they had
fought so hard to retain. The company maintains
that it has policies in place that govern its
relationship with local communities and that will
ensure environmentally sustainable exploitation of
mineral resources, but local people continue to
worry, given the long, complex history of subsurface resource extraction in Africa.
Robert K. Hitchcock is professor and chair of the
Department of Anthropology at Michigan State
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Trade: The Role of Companies and Governments in the

The Scramble for African Oil
By Daniel Volman
After decades of Cold War, when Africa was
simply viewed as a convenient pawn on the global
chessboard, and a further decade of benign neglect
in the 1990s, the African continent has now become
a vital arena of strategic and geopolitical
competition for not only the United States, but also
for China, India, and other new emerging powers.
The main reason for this is quite simple: Africa is

the final frontier as far as the world's supplies of
energy (both oil and natural gas) are concerned.
World oil production is only just meeting world
demand and old fields are being drained faster that
new production can be brought on line. Supplies
will be tight for the foreseeable future, so any new
source of supply is significant. Most importers are
11
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also trying to reduce their dependence on Middle
Eastern oil. In the next 10-15 years, most of the
new oil entering the world market is going to be
coming from African fields because it is only in
Africa-and to a lesser extent in the volatile Central
Asia region-that substantial new fields have been
found and brought into production. 1
The United States and the Militarization of
African Oil Production
As in the Middle East and the Caspian Sea region
before it, Africa is now a target for military
intervention by the United States, France, China,
and other powers competing to gain control over
energy supplies. The most public expressions of
this linkage have come from American officials.
Since 1980, the United States has been officially
committed (in the words of President Jimmy Carter
which have become known as the "Carter
Doctrine") to the use of "any means necessary,
including military force," to ensure the free flow of
Persian Gulf oil. President Clinton announced the
establishment of military ties with the new
republics of Central Asia as needed because "in a
world of growing energy demand, our nation cannot
afford to rely on any single region for our energy
supplies." Now the "Carter Doctrine" has been
extended to Africa. "African oil is of strategic
national interest to us," US Assistant Secretary of
State Walter Kansteiner declared during a visit to
Nigeria in July 2002, and "it will increase and
become more important to us as we go forward. "2
As in the Caspian, the establishment or expansion
of military aid programs in Africa and the provision
of U.S. arms, military equipment, and technical
assistance has accompanied these statements. To a
considerable extent, this aid is intended to enhance
the internal security capabilities of friendly African
states, so that they can better control (or suppress)
the ethnic, religious, and factional divisions that roil
many of these countries. Not surprisingly, the
largest chunks of U.S. aid to Africa are going to
Angola and Nigeria, Africa' s two leading oil
suppliers to the United States. Total U.S. security
aid to these two countries in Fiscal Years 2002-04
amounted to approximately $300 million, a
substantial increase over the previous three-year
period.
In addition to the U.S . aid programs directed at
individual countries, the United States is supporting
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a number of multilateral or regional initiatives
aimed at enhancing African states' internal security
capabilities.
Typically, these programs are
described as being designed to improve antiterrorism actions in the region or to support
international peacekeeping operations, but the skills
and techniques being imparted-small unit
maneuvers, counter-insurgency, light infantry
operations, and so on-are of a sort that could
easily be employed in the suppression of ethnic,
religious, and sectarian strife. And while relatively
modest in dollar terms-that is, when compared to
the amounts being spent by the U.S . Defense
Department (DoD) in the Middle East and Asiathese efforts represent a significant investment in
the African setting, where military expenditures are
much smaller.
Washington has used a variety of U.S . security
assistance programs to enhance its military
influence in Africa, including military sales and
other arms transfer programs, military training, U.S.
Navy exercises, and the acquisition of basing rights
in strategic African countries.
U.S. Arms Sales & Military Training Programs
U.S. government-to-government arms sales to
Africa through Foreign Military Sales (FMS) rose
from $25.6 million in Fiscal Year (FY) 2004 to
$61.5 million in FY 2005 and then fell again to an
estimated $20.1 million in FY 2006.
Major
recipients included Djibouti ($19 .4 million in FY
2005 and $8.5 million in 2006) and Kenya ($23 .5
million in FY 2005 and $5 million in 2006). Other
major recipients in recent years have included
Botswana, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Nigeria, and Uganda.

The U.S. government has approved arms sales
directly from U.S. companies through the
Commercial Sales program (overseen by the U.S.
Department of State) to Angola, Botswana, Kenya,
Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, and Uganda.
Moreover, Algeria (a major oil producer and
potentially a major supplier of natural gas to the
United States) has been permitted to buy very large
quantities of sophisticated counter-insurgency
equipment- most
notably
night-vision
equipment- to outfit the army and other internal
security forces for operations against the Salafists.
American firms delivered $78 million worth of
military hardware to Algeria in FY04 and an
estimated $80 million worth in FY05 and FY06.
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The U.S. provides professional military training in
the United States and in Africa to African officers
through the International Military Education and
Training (IMET) program. In recent years, the
DoD has allocated approximately $10 million per
year to provide training to some 1,300 to 1,700
African personnel annually.
Major recipients
include: Algeria ($750,000 in FY06), Angola
($400,000 in FY06), Chad ($250,000), Cote
d'Ivoire ($50,000), DRC ($150,000), Republic of
Congo ($100,000), Eritrea ($450,000), Ethiopia
($600,000), Gabon ($200,000), Nigeria ($800,000),
and Sao Tome ($200,000). The DoD also plans to
initiate new IMET programs in Equatorial Guinea
and Sudan in FY06.
Beginning in Fiscal Year 2003, the DoD has
allocated funds to the new African Coastal and
Border Security Program (ACBSP).
ACBSP
provides specialized training, equipment, and
intelligence data to selected African countries for
efforts aimed at combating smuggling, piracy, and
other cross-boundary threats to internal and regional
security. This effort has also included efforts to
promote intelligence-sharing among the nations
involved.
In FY 2005, $4.0 million was
appropriated for this purpose and another $4.0
million was requested for FY 2006. Among the
many countries participating in this initiative are
Angola, Chad, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon,
Kenya, Nigeria, Sao Tome, and Uganda. In 2003,
the DoD also commenced the delivery of seven
surplus U.S. Coast Guard cutters to Nigeria,
significantly enhancing the Nigerian Navy's ability
to protect offshore oil installations and oil tankers.
In addition, the FY 2006 budget request includes
$9.7 million in Economic Support Funds for the
Africa Regional Fund, of which 25 percent will go
to support counter-terrorism training and assistance
for efforts to combat smuggling and money
laundering.
Beginning in Fiscal year 2006, American funds for
peacekeeping training in Africa will be channeled
primarily through the new Global Peace Operations
Initiative (GPOI), replacing African Contingency
Operations Training Assistance (ACOTA) and
other U.S. aid programs. Out of the $114 million
requested for GPOI in FY 2006, African states will
receive most of the $14 million requested for
training, exercises, equipment; an additional $37
million is to be funneled directly to ACOTA

program accounts. The Bush administration has
also requested $41 million in FY 2006 for the
Africa Regional Peacekeeping account to support
operations in Burundi, Democratic Republic of
Congo, Liberia, and Sudan, and to strengthen the
peacekeeping forces of the Economic Community
of West African States (ECOWAS).
In FY 2002-03, the DoD allocated approximately
$16 million in Africa peacekeeping money to .
establish the Pan-Sahel Initiative (PSI). The PSI
funding was used to deploy teams of U.S. Special
Operations Forces (SOF) to provide counterterrorism training and equipment to Chad, Mali,
Mauritania, and Niger. This effort entailed the
provision of training and equipment to six light
infantry companies in the four countries. As a
result of strenuous lobbying by U.S. military
officials, PSI was transformed into new TransSaharan Initiative (TSI) in March 2004 and
expanded to include the important energyproducing countries of Algeria and Nigeria, as well
as Senegal and Tunisia, along with the original PSI
participants. The TSI program obtained initial
funding of $16 million in FY 2005 and will receive
$100 million annually from FY 2007 to FY 2011,
for a total of $500 million.
Expanding U.S. Naval Operations in Africa
In recognition of Africa's growing role as a supplier
of oil to the United States, the U.S. Navy has
significantly increased its presence in African
waters. Much of this activity is focused in the Gulf
of Guinea, the body of water closest to the major
West African oil producers and itself the site of
some of Africa's most promising offshore oil
reserves. The U.S. Navy has also conducted joint
training operations with the naval forces of African
states and engaged them in joint discussion of
security problems in the region. A number of
recent naval exercises and other events are evidence
of the active interest in Africa now being taken by
the U.S. Navy.

In May 2003, NATO Supreme Commander General
James Jones indicated that in the future, U.S. naval
forces under his command would spend much less
time in the Mediterranean Sea.
Instead, he
predicted, "I'll bet they'll spend half the time going
down the west coast of Africa." 3 The most
impressive demonstration of this new posture came
in July 2004, when the United States carried out the
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"Summer Pulse 04" exercise. This exercise was
explicitly designed to show that the United States
could carry out naval operations simultaneously in
every part of the world and, thus, that U.S. naval
forces could respond to a crisis in one part of the
world even if it was already engaged elsewhere.
The African element of the exercise was conducted
off the coast of Morocco, where the aircraft carrier
USS Enterprise commanded a U.S. carrier battle
group that led a massive joint exercise with naval
forces from nine countries, including NATO
counties and Morocco itself. The exercise involved
a total of 20,000 personnel (both sailors and
marines) on board 30 ships.
In October 2004, the U.S. European Command
(EURCOM) hosted a three-day Gulf of Guinea
Maritime Security Conference in Naples, Italy
(headquarters of the U.S. Sixth Fleet). Participants
included naval leaders from Angola, Benin,
Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Ghana,
Nigeria, the Republic of Congo, Sao Tome, and
Togo, along with personnel from the United States,
France, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and the
United Kingdom.
The conference reportedly
focused on common efforts to combat threats posed
by piracy, smuggling, and drug trafficking, as well
as the fight against terrorism. It ended with joint
statements pledging participants to engage in
ongoing dialogue, cooperation, and joint activities.
In January 25, 2005, the U.S . Navy commenced a
two-month Gulf of Guinea Deployment with
participation by the USS Emory S. Land, carrying
about 1,400 sailors and Marines. The deployment
was the direct result of the 2004 Maritime Security
Conference held in October 2004, and involved port
calls at Douala, Cameroon; Port Gentil, Gabon; and
Sekondi, Ghana. Instructors and sailors from
Cameroon, Sao Tome, Gabon, Ghana, and Benin
also participated in the operation. A second Gulf of
Guinea Deployment was conducted in May-July
2005, with participation by the US Coast Guard
Cutter Bear.

From late-June to early-July 2005 , the U.S. Navy
held ten days of exercises in the Mediterranean Sea
with naval forces from Britain, Spain, Italy,
Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria. The exercises,
known as "Barbary Thunder II," consisted of joint
maritime interdiction operations by U.S. Marines
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along with their counterparts from Italy, Morocco,
and Algeria.
And on September 27, 2005, the U.S. Navy
commenced a five-week West African Training
Cruise (WATC) exercise with the deployment of
the dock landing ship USS Gunston Hall and the
high-speed vessel Swift. Host nations for the
WATC include Ghana, Senegal, Guinea, and
Morocco. Planned activities include small boat
training, live-fire exercises, and amphibious raids.
At the same time, American sailors and Marines
participated in Exercise Green Osprey, a British-led
amphibious landing exercise on the coast of
Senegal.
These operations are particularly significant
because they constitute the necessary preparation
for what are, in fact, the most likely scenarios for
direct U.S . intervention in Africa. While land bases
would be required for large-scale ground
operations-as, for example during humanitarian
relief operations or to actually try to occupy and
control large parts of a country like Nigeria should
that ever be contemplated-they would not be
needed for more focused attacks, such as air strikes
or airborne assaults against insurgents who
threatened to interrupt oil supplies. Not only would
Washington prefer to avoid establishing a highly
visible, and thus highly provocative, presence on
the ground in Africa, it would actually be easier for
the United States to conduct such operations from
an off-shore naval armada which could be rushed to
oil-rich regions of Africa at short notice in less than
a week.
The Search for Bases in Africa
However, to ensure that the United States can
deploy troops and equipment to Africa, particularly
in times of emergency when even a few days might
be too long to wait, the DoD is now beginning to
establish a basing infrastructure in Africa, again
following the trajectory first seen in the Gulf and
the Caspian regions. In recognition of Africa's
colonial past and likely popular resistance to
anything resembling a permanent military garrison,
the DoD does not seek elaborate installations but
rather "bare-bones" facilities - usually an airstrip,
basic communications links, and a warehouse or
two - that can be tended by local troops or contract
personnel most of the time, until needed by
American forces for particular operations.
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Although Pentagon officials tend to emphasize the
threat from terrorism when discussing the need for
such facilities, they have also expressed a need to
protect the flow of oil. In 2003, for example, a
senior Pentagon official told Greg Jaffe of the Wall
Street Journal, "a key mission for U.S. forces [in
Africa] would be to ensure that Nigeria's oil fields,
which in the future could account for as much as 25
percent of all U.S. oil imports, are secure."4
Among the countries that have reportedly been
considered as a potential site for the establishment
of a U.S. military base in Africa is the island state
of Sao Tome e Principe. Sao Tome is located in the
Gulf of Guinea near the major West African oil
producers, yet is conveniently distant from the
ethnic and political strife that has often overtaken
countries on the mainland; it is also expected to be a
major oil exporter itself, in conjunction with
Nigeria (with which is has established a Joint
Development Zone in the Gulf of Guinea.)
Although the DoD has not formally expressed an
interest in acquiring a base there, the Deputy
Commander of the U.S. European Command
(EURCOM), which exercises command authority
over much of sub-Saharan Africa, visited the
islands in July 2001 to examine possible basing
locations.
In its efforts to secure other basing options, the
United States has negotiated agreements granting it
access to airfields and other facilities in several
African nations. These facilities are often referred
to as "lily pad" facilities, because American forces
can hop in and out of them in times of crisis while
avoiding the impression of establishing a
permanent-and potentially provocative-presence.
They include Entebbe Airport in Uganda, where the
DoD has built two "K-Span" steel buildings to
house troops and equipment; an airfield near
Bamako, the capital of Mali; an airfield at Dakar,
Senegal; an airfield in Gabon; and airfields and port
facilities in Morocco and Tunisia.

The DoD has also sought basing facilities in North
Africa and the Hom of Africa, primarily to support
anti-terror operations in the region. After 9/11, the
United States received permission from Djibouti to
use Camp Lemonier as the headquarters for the
Combined Joint Task Force-Hom of Africa, a
multinational naval force led by the United States

that monitors and interdicts possible terrorist travel
routes at sea and suspected terrorist activities in
adjacent countries, specifically in Somalia. Along
with the headquarters element, 800 U.S. Special
Operations Forces (SOF) troops have set up base at
Camp Lemonier. Likewise, under an agreement
reportedly signed in July 2003 during Algerian
President Abdelaziz Bouteflika' s VlSlt to
Washington, the DoD was granted the right to use
the airfield at Tamanrasset, in southern Algeria, for
the deployment of US P-3 Orion aerial surveillance
(In March 2004, P-3 "Orion" aerial
aircraft.
surveillance aircraft based at Tamanrasset were
reportedly used to gather intelligence on the
activities of Algerian Salafist guerrillas operating in
Chad and to forward this intelligence to Chadian
forces engaged in combat against the Salafists.)
Conclusions
It is still early days, but the United States has
already dramatically increased its military presence
in Africa and its military links with oil-rich African
governments.
Whether all this will lead to
something greater-and potentially far more
perilous-is something that cannot be foreseen at
this point, but it is certainly something that bears
close watching, given the dangers this could pose
for the states and peoples of Africa.

Daniel Volman is the director of the African
Security Research Project in Washington, DC, and
the author of numerous articles on US security
policy and African security issues.
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Copper in the Congo: The Political Economy of Wasted Opportunities
J an-Frederik Abbeloos
Introduction
The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is a
prime example of the mineral richness of Africa
with . large deposits of cobalt, copper, niobium,
tantalum, diamonds, gold, silver, zinc, manganese,
tin, uranium and coal. These deposits have
generated considerable foreign involvement in the
region throughout the twentieth century. At the
same time, Congo today is a poor country in every
regard, with high rates of mortality, poverty and
illiteracy and a low life expectancy. How the
underdevelopment of the country is linked to its
'resource curse' on the one hand and foreign
involvement on the other hand is an intriguing
question that requires extensive research, focusing
on the relationship between national and
international institutional, political and economic
settings.
In this text I will present the copper extraction in
the Congolese region of Katanga as a historical test
case of this 'question of development'. I will briefly
address the changing socio-political setting in
which the copper extraction took place. This allows
us to portray the foreign involvement in the region
and its effect on the political environment.
Although this focus downplays a lot of important
issues such as infrastructural and technological
development and the effects on the standard of
living and the organization of the labour market, it
allows us to see that any research into the matter
will need a political economy perspective, since the
political and economic interests at play are closely
intertwined.

The Origins: The Union Minii~re du Haut
Katanga
The Katangese copper economy was originally
organized as an industrial undertaking during the
colonial period, when Belgian and British interests
prevailed in the region. The central player is the
company Union Miniere du Haut-Katanga
(UMHK), which has its roots in the final phase of
the Leopoldian era of colonisation. The Belgian
king Leopold II supported the exploration of
Katanga at the end of the nineteenth century when it
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became clear that the extraction of rubber was the
past and non-ferrous metals would be the future.
And Katanga contained a lot of these metals,
making the region what is called by Belgian
geologist Jules Comet a 'geographical scandal'. 1
Organizations were set up to organize the
exploitation of the region, such as the Compganie
du Katanga (1891) and the Comite Special du
Katanga (1900). In 1900 the British emerged on the
scene when Tanganyika Concessions Limited
negotiated mining concessions to exploit the region.
If any profitable copper deposits were found they
would be managed both by British Tanganyika
Concessions Limited and the Comite Special du
Katanga. This organizational relationship was
finally consolidated in the creation of the UMHK in
1906. The British had an important stake in the
company but gradually the Belgian influence
dominated. The Belgian interest included the
colonial administration and, more important, the
Belgian financial cartel Societe Generale, which
directly or indirectly controlled 70 per cent of the
Congolese economy.
The cartel had a huge
influence in certain mining activities such as copper
which provided more than half of the total mining
output of the colony, while mining in total produced
22 per cent of the colony's GDP and 60 per cent of
its export. 2
Shortly after the company was set up, the colony
was taken over by the Belgian State in 1908, and
the Leopoldian story of "greed, terror and heroism"
gave way to a more bureaucratic governing of
Congo, aimed at the operations of large scale
companies such as the UMHK. 3 This also meant
that the political decision process was centred on
the Ministry of Colony in Brussels. The ministry
appointed the officials that would sit on the board
of the colonial enterprises but these public servants
actually functioned more as corporate lobbyists than
as corporate watch dogs, ensuring the corporations
of access to the colonial administration. 4 The
Belgian political elite paid little direct attention to
its colony and left the managing of Congo to a
'colonial trinity': the catholic missions, the colonial
administration and the colonial enterprises. The
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merit of the operations of this 'colonial trinity' still
generates controversy, with too little research into
the matter. Optimists co.uld focus on the
infrastructural,
industrial
and
educational
investments during this period. Pessimists could
stress the asymmetrical power relations in which
these investments took place and the lack of
investment in human, indigenous capital.
This · double appreciation could also apply to the
operations of the UMHK within this colonial
setting. The infrastructural investments for example
that were made to organize an operational copper
industry are still in place today and shape the
possibilities to develop this industry. The
transportation of copper out of the country still
depends on the railroad network that was
constructed during colonial times. 5 There are four
ways to get the copper to a harbour. The first is
bringing it to the port of Matadi at the Congo River.
This port however, is not directly connected to
Katanga by railroad because of the possibility of
washouts and floods in the Congo River basin. The
route involves two breaks in transportation from rail
to water and back ·again. This means that the best
routes to ports are through other countries. The first
railroad reached Katanga in 1910 from the port of
Beira in Mozambique. Until 1930 most of the
copper produced went out on this route. In that year
another railroad reached Katanga, this time from
Lobi to Bay in Angola close to the port of Benguela.
Not only was this route shorter- 1,300 miles, being
only about four-fifths the lengths of the Beira line it also cut 3,000 miles off the trip to Europe. The
fourth route goes east to Dar-es-Salaam in
Tanzania, which is 1,600 miles long. This route was
a rather unpopular option in colonial times and a
neglected route after the decolonization of Congo in
1960, but nowadays is becoming more attractive
due to the rising demands for copper in China.
The most important mining and refining sites were
also set up during colonial times by the UMHK.
The colonial copper economy in Katanga was in the
first place an extraction economy with only limited
refining activities. Part of the copper was refmed at
plants in Panda and Lubumbashi, but after the
Union Miniere set up its own refineries in Belgium
in 1919, copper was mainly refined at these
installations. 6 Next to this the American market was
supplied by the smelting plant of the Nichols
Copper Company in New York. Being the central

value-adding process in the copper production
chain, the smelting and refining of the copper ore
into high-copper cathodes only happened for a
smaller part in Katanga. This way, a lot of surplus
was not generated within the country and the
UMHK mainly needed a low skilled, but stable and
large enough labour force to organize its business.
Although the Union Miniere stated that it was
concerned with the material and spiritual well-being
of its working force, several scholars have critically
analyzed the totalitarian and disruptive approach in
which the company pulled labourers out of the
peasant economy into the copper industry. 7 Only
after 1920 did the company move away from forced
recruitment and oscillatory labour migration to a
stabilization of its labour market by offering longer
contracts, promoting housing facilities and
encouraging workmen to settle down in the mining
region with their families. Next to this, the company
tried to become less dependent on the labourintensive production by mechanizing its operations
after World War II. Up to the point of
decolonization in 1960, there was therefore a
resulting fall in the demand for black labour, due to
mechanization. Meanwhile the management of the
company remained non-African. Only after the
Zairisation of the economy by Mobutu did the
management and white collar personnel get
'Africanized' on a significant scale. 8
In its recent history, both the Mobutu and the DRC
Government tried to curtail the export of untreated
ore in an attempt to have more value added from
beneficiation in local concentrators and smelters.
Despite this protective strategy, Katanga, according
to the United States Geological Survey, today has
only two official smelting facilities, one at Kolwezi
(Luilu) and one at Likasi (Shituru) with a total
capacity of 60.000 metric tons per year, making
Congo a very small 'refining country' in
comparison to other nations. Of the 42 countries
that contain smelting facilities, the Katangese
smelting capacity ranks 31st. 9 Nonetheless, the
potential export ban that the DRC Government
recently threatened, triggered new, small-scale oreprocessing plants, many put up by Chinese
investors. And next to this, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Zambia and Namibia
announced in 2005 that they will jointly build a
copper smelter and refinery, called the Lubumbashi,
Ndola Walvis Bay Copper Forum. 10
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Mobutu
When Congo gained independence in 1960, Moise
Tshombe broke away from the new Congolese
government of Patrice Lumumba and declared the
independence of Katanga, backed by an antiLumumba common front operating in Leopoldville,
Elisabethville, Brussels, New York and South
Africa. 11 The pro-Western government of Tshombe
stimulated confidence among foreign investors,
who -saw in the new regime a chance to penetrate
the closed copper economy. American producers,
especially, were eager to control Katangese
production, which would make them master of all
the important copper resources in the world. 12 The
future was not as profitable as the foreign producers
hoped for. Lumumba was replaced in September
1960 by Joseph Mobutu, and troops of the United
States and the Congolese government forced
Katanga back in line.

From then on, the nationalistic policies of Mobutu
became clear and also affected the copper industry.
The company's assets were expropriated by the
Zairian government and transferred to a new
company, The Societe Generale Congolaise de
Minerais (Gecomin), founded on January 2, 1967.
Originally, the Republic of Zaire increased its
participation in this new company to 60%.
Eventually, Gecomin became a fully state-owned
company and the name changed to La Generale des
Carrieres et des Mines (Gecamines). Union Miniere
set out to develop new mining and refining
activities away from Katanga, although the
company initially acted as a kind of advisory bureau
to the operations of the Gecomin. 13
From 1968 onwards, Mobutu's kleptocratic
administration plundered the National Treasury,
Gecamines and other state-owned companies. 14
Things went fairly well as long as copper prices
were climbing. But when prices began to drop
during 1974, the economic situation for the
company and the Zairian economy took a turn for
the worse. The county's balance of payments
reached a deficit of $537 million in 1975, while its
foreign debt surged. 15 By 1977 the country was
economically, financially and politically ruined. At
this point, Congo became a "failed state" with
wasted physical and human resources and no
effective national development policies. Mobutu
contributed considerably to the situation but he did
not operate in a vacuum. The kleptocratic regime
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owed its persistence to the support of the United
States during the cold war while little effort was
made to check the Zairian politics or to offer direct
aid for its economic development. 16
The Situation Today
The collapse of President Mobutu's regime in 1997
once again triggered a struggle for control of
Congo's mineral wealth. The old contracts needed
to be renegotiated with Laurent-Desire Kabila' s
rebel Alliance of Democratic Forces for the
Liberation of Congo-Zaire (AFDL). The rebels tried
to attract international investors by reducing the
cost of purchase and export licences. But they also
wanted to make sure that the foreign investors paid
their share to the development of the country. The
new regime however found itself sucked into war in
1998 as the country fell victim to plunder by
neighbouring states. Despite the regional instability,
some companies such as American Mineral Fields
and Anglo-American had enough confidence to try
and negotiate concessions for the important
Kolwezi copper tailings. 17

After Joseph Kabila followed his assassinated father
as president in 2001 and negotiated a cease-fire
with the warring parties, a new mining investment
code in 2003 (once again) triggered considerable
interest from foreign companies in DR Congo ' s
mineral wealth. The code promised to delink
mining decisions from presidential decrees, and
allow international companies to own as well as just
operate major existing, Gecamine-owned, assets.
This privatising 'promise ' attracted several
international companies to the region. September
2006 Reuters counted fourteen main companies
with mining projects in Congo.18 Twelve of them
were engaged in the Katangese copper economy.
The state miner Gecamines holds fairly small cuts
of 12-25% minority shares in five of these
companies. Several are ingeniously structured so
that the joint venture earns only the cost of
production for its output plus 20% or so for
administration, while the real money is made by
separate '' parent'' companies which are generally
wholly owned by the investor. 19
This is for example what The Forrest Group has
done for the exploitation of the Kamoto Mine in
Kolwezi. The mine is managed by Kamoto Copper
Company, a joint venture between Kinross Forrest
(75%) and Gecamines (25%). Kinross Forrest itself
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is a joint venture between Kinross Gold and George
Forrest International Afrique, one of the companies
run by former Gecamines chairman George Forrest.
For the exploitation of the mine, The Societe pour
le Traitement du Terril de Lubumbashi is the local
operator and the Groupement pour le Traitement du
Terril de Lubumbashi the parent; The latter makes
most of the profit but only the former organization
pays local taxes. The Canadian law firm Fasken,
Martineau and DuMoulin analyzed the contracts
and concluded that it would be reasonable to
assume that the Kamoto Copper Company will gain
substantial benefits from the control over the copper
deposits before Gecamines will get any reward for
their contributions. 20
Billy Rautenbach, whose family just like Forrest
has been in the country many years, has done much
the same at the Congo Cobalt Corp. (CoCoCo) at
Likasi, where the joint venture company is Boss
Mining. Rautenbach has sold most of his interest in
CoCoCo to the Central African Mining and
Exploration Company. A third important joint
venture is called Nikanor and involves Gecamines
(25%) and Global Enterprises Corporate (GEC)
(75%), a firm set up by Israeli businessman Benny
Steinmetz and diamond dealer Dan Gertler.
The most well-known player perhaps 1s the
American Phelps Dodge Corporation which
concluded a deal with Gecamines in August 2005
for the very important Tenke Fungurume
concession in Katanga. Gecamines will keep a 17.5
percent share in the project, Phelps Dodge 57.5%
and Canadian company Tenke Mining Corp, the
rest. The fifth joint venture is with Johannesburglisted Metorex which owns 80 percent of Ruashi
Mining, which was set up in 2004 to mine and treat
copper and cobalt mined from the Ruashi orebodies
and treat the Ruashi and Etoile stockpiles in
Katanga.
The companies benefiting from the privatisations
say little about how they will get their material out.
It looks as if the priority has been to secure the
assets on advantageous terms and only then to
address the practical organization. Thus, the
privatisation effort so far has had little direct or
positive effect for the regional population. The big
companies are taking on only a few skilled workers
and their investments are protected by new
conditions absolving them from any social

obligations.Z 1 Meanwhile parts of the copper
production still remain informal and are exported
through middlemen to external, often Chinese,
producers that provide the world market with
refined copper products. According to a local
source quoted in a report by the London-based
organization Global Witness, about three-quarters
of the minerals exported from Katanga are illicitly
leaving the country. 22 Given the lack of
transparency of these operations, the copper enters
the formal economy after its revenues can benefit
the Katangese or Congolese people.
Conclusion
The problem in Congo's "history of plunder" does
not seem to be the foreign involvement in the
region as such, but the fact that this involvement
always developed within a problematic political
setting that fell short in devising an effective
economic and social policy. The interests that
prevailed were those of a relatively small political
and economic elite. Despite any rhetoric about
civilising missions, developmental efforts, or
economic take-offs, this culture of 'limited
responsibility' never benefited the Congolese
population or helped them escaping the curses of
poverty and underdevelopment. To what extent this
institutional failing can be attributed to any foreign
political or business-pressure on national politics
remains up for discussion and further research. In
this text, I only outline the broad evolution of the
political setting in which the foreign involvement
took place, looking at phases of colonization,
nationalization and political unrest. It shows us that
any research into the matter will need a political
economy perspective, since the political and
economic interests at play are closely intertwined.
How this socio-political historical evolution is
linked to the history of Congo ' s underdevelopment
therefore is a difficult question to tackle but one
that concerned economic historians will nonetheless
have to address if we want to understand how a
potentially rich country could end up being so poor.
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Coltan and the Congo Conflict
Julia Ogris
The Second Congo War officially lasted from
August 1998 until July 2003. It has been dubbed
the "Great War of Africa", "Africa's World War",
"the widest interstate war in modem African
history," and "the deadliest conflict since World
War II". These designations hint at the scale of the
conflict. It was indeed deadly, yielding a death toll
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of 3.8 million people, though the majority of the
fatalities are attributed to disease and starvation. It
was indeed a wide interstate conflict with at least
eight African nations directly involved. Regardless
it has barely touched public awareness and is
understandably paraphrased "Africa's forgotten
war".
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The war was initiated by the rebellion of the RCD
(Rassemblement Congolais pour la Democratie).
According to its official political declaration, the
goal of the RCD was to topple president LaurentDesire Kabila's regime. The rebel group pledge'd its
commitment to end dictatorship by establishing the
rule of law and good governance, highly ironic in
view of RCD's later conduct.
The rebellion led to a violent conflict with many
different front-lines. Rwandan, Ugandan and
Burundian armed forces backed the RCD, the
armies of Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia and Chad
intervened on behalf of president Kabila. Countless
rebel groups and militias were created, some of
which changed sides, fractured, mutinied and
formed volatile alliances. This unstable system of
allies and enemies led to disconcerting levels of
human rights violations and disproportionate civil
suffering even within the context of war.
What were the reasons behind the erratic and
inconsistent behaviour of the parties to the Second
Congo War? A series of UN Reports coined an apt
answer: illegal exploitation of natural resources.
Timber, coffee, ivory, diamonds, gold, copper,
cobalt, cassiterite and coltan are the resources that
played an important part in the protraction of the
Second Congo War. The UN Panel of Experts on
the lllegal Exploitation of Natural Resources and
Other Forms of Wealth of the Democratic Republic
of the Congo summarises the situation for coltan in
its 2001 report:
Here lies the vicious circle of the war.
Coltan has permitted the Rwandan army
to sustain its presence in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. The army has
provided protection and security to the
individuals and companies extracting the
mineral. These have made money which
is shared with the army, which in tum
continues to provide the enabling
environment to continue the exploitation.
Coltan fuelled the war by funding its parties, the
parties intentionally upheld the war in order to keep
control of the mineral. This reasomng IS
surprisingly simple.
However,
the
actual
implementation of this vicious cycle involved a
complex network of combatants,
foreign
governments and armies as well as companies

involved in coltan trade. What were the key
ingredients? How did an inconspicuous ore called
coltan contribute to the protraction of an intensely
brutal conflict? Several different angles need to be
considered to unravel this matter. In the following,
the specific properties of coltan that make it so
attractive and profitable are described. The course
of the Second Congo War and the main actors in the
coltan plunder will be centre of the discussion.
Coltan
Coltan is the informal term for the metallic ore
columbite-tantalite. It is a dark, heavy and crumbly
material that contains the metals tantalum and
niobium. A complicated chemical process refines
coltan and separates tantalum and niobium powder.
These two metals have several highly favourable
properties. Both metals are refractory, heavy, dark,
corrosion resistant and conductive. They are
processed to alloys and super alloys used in jet
engines, rockets and nuclear power stations. They
are also used for the production of surgical
instruments, pace makers and implants.

However in one particular application tantalum
produces far better results than niobium: the
production of electrolytic capacitors. Capacitors are
tiny electronic components that store energy in
electric fields. Due to size and weight advantages
tantalum capacitors are particularly useful in mobile
devices such as phones, laptops and PDAs. They
are also used in ordinary computers, video game
consoles, DVD players and the automotive industry.
The rapidly changing information society,
characterized by the ubiquitous presence of
information technology, provides a constant
demand for the latest and most capable device, tool
or toy. Ultimately, the needs of the information age
are met by coltan's favourable properties.
Consequently prices and demand for coltan is
determined by the market for tantalum. The price
paid per kilogramme of coltan depends on the
concentration of tantalum contained, which usually
ranges between 10% and 40 %. The world market
price for tantalum has seen similar ups and downs
to the entire technology market, to which the metal
is so strongly linked. It multiplied tenfold and
dropped back to original levels within one and a
half years. At the beginning of 2000 one pound of
tantalum was traded for 30 to 40 USD. In December
of the same year, the price peaked at 380 USD.
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Responsible for this sharp increase was again an
overvaluation of the technology market even though
the dot-com bubble had already burst on stock
markets in March. In the run up to Christmas 2000
the release of a new generation of UMTS capable
mobile phones and the launch of the Sony
Playstation 2 caused a heightened demand for
tantalum. Reportedly, electronic producers tried to
procure tantalum directly and avoided established
intermediaries which only contributed to the
inflated price situation. At late 2001, the price per
pound of tantalum was back at 37 USD. The
plummet in price was triggered by vast amounts of
US government stocks released onto the market.
Coltan in the Eastern Congo
In 1894, on arrival in the south-eastern Congolese
province Katanga, the Belgian pioneer geologist
Jules Cornet expressed his astonishment about the
enormous mineral wealth by calling the region a
"geological scandal". This oft-quoted dictum was
quite prophetic - even resources unknown or
valueless at the end of the 19th century have been
discovered in the Congo. For instance cobalt, which
occurs in vast deposits in the southern Congo, has
become particular valuable as part of Stellite alloys,
invented in the early 1900s. The Uranium used for
the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima und
Nagasaki was provided by the Congo.

Coltan ore can be found in abundance in the eastern
regions of the Congo, in the provinces North-Kivu,
South-Kivu and Maniema. Presumably more than
60% of the world's coltan reserves are located in
the Congo. Numerous mining sites, such as Punia,
Kalima, Kalehe, Walikale and Masisi, are dispersed
in the so-called coltan belt which covers an area of
several hundred kilometres in width and length. The
technique of extraction is innocently called artisanal
mining. It is said to resemble gold mining of the
1800s. No industrial machinery is employed, only
minimal equipment and physical labour. Miners
face high risks accidents in land slides and gallery
collapses.
The earnings for coltan mining ranged from 10-50
USD per week, comparably high for the poverty
stricken local population. An outright exodus of
people toward mining areas was the consequence.
Many abandoned agricultural and pastoral
activities, and children left school in the so-called
gold rush for coltan. It has been reported that
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several hundred thousand artisanal miners work in
the eastern Congolese provinces.
The so-called "coltan phenomenon" refers to the
years from 1999 - 2001 when coltan mining and
trading caused a major impact on the war economy
and the civil population in the eastern Congo. It was
exceptionally intense and short-lived. Before 2000
there were not even any official records of coltan
extraction in the Congo. However, in the year 2000,
the war-stricken nation suddenly jumped to second
place in worldwide tantalum production, topped
only by Australia. After 2000 the production levels
decreased sharply. Tantalum production dropped
form 130 tons in 2000, to 60 tons in 2001 and 2002
and 15 tons in 2003.
Along with the price downturn export, earnings
from col tan in 2003 ranged at about 1% of those
from 2000. The abrupt end of the coltan
phenomenon was induced by two factors - the
plummet of world market prices and the
repercussion of international reporting and
campaigning. In 2001 a coalition of 18 Belgian
NGOs started a public awareness campaign
featuring the slogan "Pas de sang sur man portable"
(No blood on my mobile!).
The outspoken UN reports of 2001, 2002 and 2003
describe in detail how different combatant groups
and national armies financed their war efforts by the
exploitation of natural resources. Corporations
involved in trade and transportation of Congolese
coltan are also listed. Many reacted to the
allegations and adjusted their business practises
with Congo coltan. In August of 2001, the biggest
importer of Congolese coltan, the German company
H. C. Starck, officially cancelled all contracts. The
coltan economy in the eastern Congo imploded - it
is a debatable outcome. The Pole Institute based in
North Kivu declared in 2002:
Lobbying for a boycott or at least for a
moratorium of coltan exports from the
Congo has recently been presented as an
easy solution to the problems associated
with the international coltan trade.
However, we think that if implemented
this would only result in the concerned
firms either continuing their activities,
but in an even less transparent way, or
simply moving to other locations to
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continue the coltan trade in the same or a
similar way. The people of the Kivu
would not gain, but would lose one of
their very few remaining sources of
income. The challenge is not to erase the
Kivu from the coltan mining map, but to
institute a fairer and less harmful way of
mining and trading coltan.
This goal has not been met. Moreover, it is claimed
that the pattern of the coltan economy is not unique
to coltan. In fact the coveted tin ore cassiterite,
which is found together with coltan, has caused a
new boom in coltan mining areas of eastern Congo.
A theoretical concept called "resource curse" or
"paradox of plenty" applies to the Congo. It refers
to the general observation that countries rich in
natural resources tend to experience less economic
growth and less stability than countries without
such riches. The reasons behind this trend are
manifold: volatility of revenues from the natural
resource sector, government mismanagement, and
political corruption due to easy gains from the
resource sector. It has also been argued that
societies which are not resource-dependent develop
a healthy political relationship between rulers and
ruled through taxation. Taxed citizens demand an
operable, efficient and responsive government in
return for their payments to the state. In resource
rich countries this sound relationship does not exist
as natural resources can always provide an income
to the state and regime. Those benefiting from raw
materials might consider a well-organised and
watchful civil society a threat and try to hinder its
development
Chronology of War
The Second Congo War enabled illegal coltan
exploitation which in return funded and prolonged
the war. It is directly linked to the First Congo War.
The first Congo War was initiated by a rebellion in
eastern Congo. The rebel organisation ADFL
(Alliance of Democratic Forces for the Liberation
of Congo-Zaire) was formed in 1996 with the goal
to topple the despot Mobutu, which had bled the
country dry for more than three decades. Backed by
Rwanda and Uganda, and led by Laurent-Desire
Kabila, the ADFL advanced quickly along the
Congo River.

In May 1997 the capital Kinshasa was taken,
Mobutu was driven out and Kabila proclaimed
himself president of the Congo. Like Mobutu,
Kabila was received with a lot of enthusiasm, like
Mobutu, Kabila soon disillusioned his people and
the international community. Corruption, fraud,
nepotism and autocratic practices won Kabila' s
regime the aphorism "Mobutuism without Mobutu."

The former backers of the ADFL, Rwanda and
Uganda, were unwilling to leave the Congo which
led to the public perception of these countries as
occupying forces and Kabila as their puppet. In an
effort to regain public support, Kabila dismissed
Rwandan staff from the Congolese government and
army and replaced them with Congolese personnel.
Only two weeks later Kabila reinforced his new
political line. He thanked Rwandan and Ugandan
armed forces for their support and ordered them out
of the country. Rwandan military advisors were
flown out.
Tensions grew as former foreign minister in the
Kabila regime stated: "Kabila has failed to govern.
In his one year in power he has done more political
damage than Mobutu ever did in thirty-two years.
This is a countrywide revolution. People are
disillusioned and angry." Kabila's response was to
picture the rebellion whose leader he was as a
Rwandan and Tutsi invasion. A government
spokesman added: "Rwanda and Uganda are
criminal states that have meddled in foreign affairs
while drawing on a feeling of pity from the
international community after the 1994 Rwandan
genocide."
In August 1998 a second rebellion erupted, marking
the beginning of the Second Congo War. Again the
ignition spark flew in the eastern province, the
powder keg of Kivu. The new rebel group RCD
expected to overthrow Kabila as easily as Mobutu
had been overthrown. However, in the second
rebellion Kabila managed to form a new coalition.
At a point where the end ofKabila's regime seemed
within reach, Angola, Zimbabwe and Namibia
entered the war on the president's behalf. As a
consequence, a near stalemate of battle lines was
established in 1999. The north was controlled by
the Ugandan backed rebel force MLC (Mouvement
pour la Liberation du Congo); government forces
and foreign allies held the western part of the
Congo; the Rwandan aligned RCD was in control of
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the East including the coltan mines in the area.
Several peace deals were signed and ignored; even
the death of the President Laurent-Desire Kabila did
not bring an end to the conflict. The Rwandan
aligned RCD split into several competing factions
that clashed fiercely in the mutiny of Kisangani in
2002. Traditional allies Uganda and Rwanda were
suddenly entangled in proxy wars against each
other. Some claim the violent mutiny of Kisangani
was ·long planned in order to impede the slow
moving peace process. Peace would have led to a
loss of control of natural resources.

In January 2001 President Laurent-Desire Kabila
was assassinated by one of his bodyguards. The
assassin was immediately lynched. The reasons
behind the murder remain unresolved. His son
Joseph Kabila was installed as president by
unanimous vote of the Congolese parliament.
Unexpectedly, the young president was able to
revive the peace process. He presided over the
transitional government whose inauguration marked
the official end of the Second Congo War. General
elections were held at the end of 2006.
A New Generation of Conflicts
Unlike the ADFL, the RCD was not backed by the
people. This is symptomatic of a new generation of
wars commonly observed in Africa. African
conflicts which used to be based on anti-imperial,
socialist revolutionary or secessionist motives have
almost completely vanished. Different kinds of
warlordism have become the predominant pattern of
African wars. They are usually aimed at controlling
natural resources or simply at wielding power by
installing local chiefdoms beyond state control. The
contemporary conflicting parties of Africa are
characterized by a capability to finance themselves
through trading valuable resources. Public support
is not essential anymore; on the contrary, the
institutionalisation of violence in order to prolong
war and thus control of natural resources has
become a common practise, and with it the
rebellion as collective nightmare. At the same time
a collapse of the state is commonly observed. States
lose the monopoly on the legitimate use of physical
force and are not able to perform basic security and
development functions. This new pattern of war has
raged in Liberia (1990), in Somalia (1991) and in
Sierra Leone (1992).
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Links in a Chain
Coltan exploitation financed the RCD and the
Rwandan military (RDF, Rwandan Defence Force).
It enriched high ranking individuals and contributed
to the profits of international companies. It served
the worldwide demand for new technological
devices. But who are the individuals, the
companies, institutions, the transport agents and
governments that allowed this to happen? Who took
cuts, and by what means? Who are the responsible
actors in the coltan ploy?

The earlier mentioned UN-reports and several NGO
documents have carefully mapped out the actors
and connections involved in the Congolese coltan
phenomenon. A fairly big network is outlined
containing dozens of individuals and companies.
Only a representative fragment of this network will
be described in the following.

In a first phase of natural resource acquisition, the
RCD and the RPF simply looted coltan reserves
amongst other valuables. In early 1999, between
1000 and 1500 tons of coltan, the stock of seven
years, were removed by force from the then state
controlled company Sominki (Societe Miniere du
Kivu) .
In the second phase, RCD and RDF systematically
exploited coltan production and trade to fmance
their war efforts and enrich individuals.
Confiscation, collection of protection money,
licence fees, taxation and stakes in coltan trading
companies were the methods applied.
In the beginning of the Second Congo War the
RCD faced financial problems and relied on ally
Rwanda. Until November 2000, it received tax
revenues of only 20,000 USD from coltan exports.
In November 2000, right in time for the peak of the
coltan trade in Congo, when world market prices
for tantalum reached a maximum, a new company
called Somigl (Societe Miniere des Grands Lacs)
was set up. Somigl was granted an export monopoly
of Coltan. 75% of the company was owned by the
RCD. Additionally it provided high tax revenues of
more than 1.1 million USD for the month of
December 2000 alone. RCD President Adolphe
Onusumba points out the high profitability of coltan
trade: "We raise more or less 200,000 USDa month
from diamonds. Coltan gives us much more: a
million USDa month! " Somigl was closed down in
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April 2001, and the monopoly was revoked. An
annual licence fee for commercialisation and export
of coltan was fixed at 40,000 USD, and exports
were taxed with 6 USD per kilogram of col tan.
According to the UN Panel "the role of the private
sector in the exploitation of natural resources and
the continuation of war has been vital." These are
the links from artisanal mining in the eastern Congo
to the consumption of electronic devices - from the ·
kid digging up coltan in the Kivu mines to the kid
digging the new Playstation 2 in the parental livingroom: Next to local miners working in riverbeds
and mines are women, children, Rwandan prisoners
and forced labourers extracting coltan which is then
sold to civilian local traders or to soldiers. In tum,
these intermediaries sell the coltan to comptoirs
(trading posts). The structure of these comptoirs has
changed in the course of the war from traditional
commercial forms to the rebel controlled export
monopoly SOMIGL and then Rwanda Metals and
Grands Lacs Metals owned by RDF majors. Almost
all coltan is transported to Kigali and stored in
government facilities. A Rwandan government
institution called the Congo Desk collects taxes
from the comptoirs, payments that are not officially
listed and serve to finance RDF.
International traders buy coltan from the comptoirs
or the Congo desk and sell it to tantalum processing
plants. These traders include the German
Masingiro, the Belgian Cogecom, the Swiss
controlled Finmining and the Dutch-American
trading
venture
Eagle
Wings
Resources.
International expeditions and transport companies,
for instance the airline Sabena!Swiss Cargo, are
engaged in shipment. There are approximately 20
tantalum processing plants worldwide only four of
which are capable of producing tantalum powder as
it is required by the electronics industry. These are
the Japanese Shoa-Cabot and the "big three",
Ningxia (China), Cabot (US) and Starck
(Germany). Starck, owned by the giant German
chemical and pharmaceutical company Bayer,
bought 80% of the Congolese coltan in the heyday
of illegal coltan exploitation. Due to the UN
allegations and the risk of earning a bad reputation
Starck cut off trade with the Congo in August 2001.
The tantalum powder is sold to capacitor and chip
manufacturers such as AMD, Hitachi, Intel and
NEC, which produce electrolytic capacitors and
other electronic components with the tantalum

powder. Finally the high-tech industry buys these
electronic components and produces electronic
devices with them. High-tech companies such as
Alcatel, Compaq, Dell, Ericsson, HP, IDM, Lucent,
Motorola, Nokia and Siemens integrate tantalum
capacitors in mobile phones, laptops and similar
products which are then sold to the ultimate
consumer.
Outlook
The coltan phenomenon was intense and shortlived. However the threat of abusive resource
exploitation remains. The extraction of minerals are
expected to greatly uplift the Congolese economy
maybe already in this year. At the time of writing,
in March 2007, a German delegation is visiting the
south-eastern province Katanga to assess
investments in the mining industry. It will be a
decisive task for the new government and president
Joseph ·Kabila to regulate international investment
in the mining sector in such a way that the
Congolese people and local communities profit.
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Blood Diamonds are for Never: The Conflict Diamond Trade and US Popular Culture
Sarah Drake and Jesse Benjamin
Recent Hollywood films, television documentaries
and rap singers -- most notably the Leonardo di
Caprio/Djimon Hounsou action film "Blood
Diamonds" and the rapper Kanye West's song
"Diamonds are Forever" --have raised awareness of
conflict diamonds in popular culture. But has this
contributed to knowledge about conflict diamonds
and
mmmg processes,
changed
Western
consumption patterns, or had any limiting social
and economic effects on the industry?

intensifying
twentieth
century
advertising
campaigns, the diamond rmmng rush was
established. This rush also led to illegal diamond
exports and the growth of parallel weapon trades in
various African countries. In recent years, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and advocacy
groups have banded together to find solutions to the
illegal diamond trade, while researchers are
developing technologies to identify diamonds that
come from conflict zones.

Background
In the nineteenth century, diamonds were found in
riverbeds in India and Brazil. hi 1866, diamonds
were discovered in South Africa, lowering both
their scarcity and, for a time, their value. With the
world's diamond supply and the demand for
diamonds steadily increasing, and coupled with

Conflict diamonds, also known as blood diamonds,
are diamonds that originate from areas controlled
by forces or factions opposed to legitimate and
internationally recognized governments, or outside
of their control. The diamonds are used to fund
military action in resistance to those governments
or in contravention of the decisions of the United
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Nations (UN) Security Council. While there are
many countries around the world that are affected
by conflict diamonds, according to Loren Yager,
Angola, Sierra Leone, Liberia and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) are some of the primary
places where people have been terrorized,
mutilated, and killed by groups in control of the
local diamond trades (2002).
Adebayo Adedeji (1999) reviews Angolan history
during Portuguese colonialism, which ended in
1975 amidst political and military crisis. Following
independence, the Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA), supported by the
Soviet Union, Cuba, the East European bloc, and
some African countries, fought and eventually
defeated the National Front for the Liberation of
Angola (FNLA) and the National Union for the
Total Independence of Angola (UNITA), both
backed by the United States (US), Congo [then
Zaire under US-sponsored dictator Mobutu], and
apartheid South Africa. This defeat led to a civil
war, again with US-sponsored military invasions by
South Africa (Adedeji 1999, Mamdani 2004: 7091). Thus, Angola, long the world's fourth largest
producer of diamonds, struggled through a bloody
conflict diamond-fueled civil war throughout the
1990s. A significant contributing factor in the
cessation of the conflict came when the UN
Security Council finally circumvented covert-US
support and acted to enforce sanctions on diamond
sales by the UNITA rebel group. Though conflict
has now ended, there is still an ongoing struggle to
ban and put an end to illegal mining and production
of diamonds in this region (Amnesty Inti. 2001).
Disparity between the northern and southern
regions of Sierra Leone was largely manufactured
during British colonialism, and since independence
in 1961 , conflicts in this multi-ethnic country have
continued (Adedeji 1999). Sierra Leone was
particularly affected by the conflict diamond trade
when a civil war began between the government
and the Liberia-backed Rebel's Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) in 1991. Much of the RUF's
funding came from the mining of conflict diamonds
at the expense of local people who were abducted,
tortured, and sometimes killed in the process
(Amnesty International, 2001 & 2003).
The nation of Liberia was created in 1847 by freed
US slaves and was never a colony of any European

country. Rather, colonial social divisions were
introduced by the returnees from the US, and
Liberia has been plagued by land and identity
conflicts, and civil wars ever since. (Shiner 1995,
Mamdani 2004: 244-246) Recently, it has been used
as a transit point for conflict diamonds, especially
those from Sierra Leone. The Liberian government
has assisted the RUF in the trade of diamonds, and
the profits from said actions have been used to
purchase weapons that are used in human rights
abuses against the Liberian people (Amnesty
International, 2001).
The DRC has endured the especially brutal Belgian
colonial era, until 1959, the [Belgian-US sponsored]
assassination of its first democratically elected
leader, Patrice Lumumba little more than a year
later, and more than thirty years in the repressive
grip of CIA-ally, Mobutu Sese Seko [when the
country was renamed Zaire].
Since then, the
country has been the cite of civil war and the
overflow of adjacent regional conflicts that have
seen a death toll estimated at between 3 and 5
million people, with millions displaced (Amnesty
International, 2001), making it probably the most
severe conflict in the world, if not a "Third World
War," given the involvement of so many regional
and international nations in fomenting and
plundering by means of this instability and
misfortune what is certainly the world's wealthiest
country in terms of aggregate natural resources,
including diamonds (Adedeji, 1999). According to
Global Witness (2006), a London-based NGO,
diamonds were central in funding armed conflict
from 1998 to 2003, and although a peace agreement
was signed in 2002, conflict diamonds [and other
natural resources such as coltan] continue to flow
from and sustain various military and paramilitary
forces in this region.

Corporate Context
While conflicts in these countries can be traced to
the periods of colonization and decolonization,
conflict continues now under the aegis of
multinational
corporations
[MNCs]
and
US/Western global power. According to Salil
Tripathi (2005), multinational corporations are
driven by the economic motive of profit
maximization; however, this can cause conflicts
with local community members who oppose the
government, especially in the countries previously
mentioned. The motives of these companies are to
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access raw materials, natural resources, larger
markets, inexpensive or skilled labor, and so on. In
order to gain these resources, companies have either
organized local armies or sought support from their
home nation-states. Resource-based industries must
locate their target resources at their source, and then
operate there despite the type of governing body.
Often this means collusion between corrupt or
dictatorial regimes and international corporations
and their home countries. When MNCs generate
vast revenues that governments do not share with
their citizens, indigenous communities may protest
or even take up arms. Armed groups rightly see
those companies as allies of exploitative
governments, and may attempt to cause disruptions
by means of the abduction and abuse of company
staff, as well as sabotage operations. MNCs
generally respond by employing private security
forces, in what has become a murky underworld of
paramilitary forces and mercenaries.
Aurora Mae (2006), describes De Beers as the most
well known and powerful multinational diamond
corporation. De Beers was created in 1888 and
controlled approximately 90 percent of the world's
diamond production during the 20th century. As a
result, and by means of concentration and rationing
global supply, they influenced and to some extent
manufactured the rarity and value of diamonds. The
company coined the slogan "A Diamond is
Forever," and ran other ad campaigns to create and
maintain the emotional · and cultural value of
diamonds. Despite years of competition and
accusations of shady deals and ruthlessness, De
Beers remains the largest supplier of rough
diamonds today (2006).

Social Movements to Stem Conflict Diamonds
Lead to New Legal Structures
In 1996, Andrew Grant & Ian Taylor (2004)
reported that Global Witness began an investigative
campaign on corporate accountability in the global
diamond trade (2004). As a result of this and others
raising similar concerns, in 1997 the UN Security
Council placed sanctions on Angolan diamonds,
then in Sierra Leone, to cut resources from UNITA
and RUF (Tripathi, 2005). According to Ivona
Josipovic (2003), Global Witness continued their
investigations, and in 1998, they discovered a link
between rebel movements and diamonds in Angola,
Sierra Leone, and the DRC (2003). Clive Wright
(2004) stated that on June 24, 1998, the UN
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established Security Council Resolution 1173
which prohibited export of unofficial diamonds
from Angola. Countries like Guinea and Cote
d'Ivoire created certification schemes to protect
their diamond trade as a result of conflicts in the
region (2004).
Instead of ceasing involvement with conflict
diamonds, the diamond industry retaliated by trying
to discover and intimidate those in Global Witness.
In response to the diamond industry's actions, a
coalition of NGOs was created in October 1999,
calling them Fatal Transactions. They campaigned
to establish effective controls on governments and
industry so as to curtail the financing of conflicts,
violence and illegal trade. During the same month,
prompted by possible negative consumer reaction,
De Beers announced that it would no longer buy
diamonds from Angola and that it would review its
policies in the DRC and Guinea (Grant & Taylor,
2004).
Reports from Global Witness, the campaign by
Fatal Transactions, and US Congressional Hearings
on Conflict Diamonds in May 2000, helped lead to
the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme
(KPCS), the result of meetings held in Kimberley,
South Africa in May 2000 (Grant & Taylor, 2004).
Representatives of NGOs, the diamond industry,
and the UN met to discuss and resolve the conflict
diamond trade (Josipovic, 2003). The objectives of
the meeting were "(1) stem the flow of rough
diamonds used by rebels to finance armed conflict
aimed at overthrowing legitimate governments; and
(2) protect the legitimate diamond industry, upon
which some countries depend for their economic
and social development" (Yager, 2002, p. 6). As a
result of the KPCS meeting, although not legallybinding, politically-binding standards were created
through national legislation. The scheme standards
are: (1) a Code of Practice, (2) provision of
warranties or guarantees on invoice, (3) detailed
records of purchases and sales, and (4) independent
auditors who attest the Code, warranties, and
records are deployed, provided, and maintained
correctly (Wright, 2004).
Ken Silverstein (200 1) describes a system of reform
called Rough Controls which created rules for
importing and exporting diamonds. It requires
diamonds to be shipped in tamper-proof containers
that contain country-of-origin documentation, and
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importers are to reject diamonds that cannot be
certified as coming from countries with Rough
Controls. According to industry, conflict diamonds
compose 4% of the world diamond trade, while
human rights groups put the numbers at least 15%.
Industry leaders formed the World Diamond
Council (WDC) in July 2000, and pledged to
support the campaign for reform (200 1).
On Valentine's Day, February 14, 2001, The
Campaign to Eliminate Conflict Diamonds was
formed in coalition between human rights,
religious, humanitarian, peace, and development
groups to urge jewelers to join Jewelers for Clean
Diamonds Imports (JCDI). Once jewelers support
the Clean Diamonds Act and join JCDI, The
Campaign to Eliminate Conflict Diamonds posts the
jewelers on a webpage that identifies their support
to customers (Grant & Taylor, 2004).
The subject of conflict diamonds went to a hearing
before the Subcommittee on Trade of the
Committee on Ways and Means in the House of
Representatives 107th Congress on October 10,
2001. The purpose of the hearing was:
to evaluate legislative options available that: (1)
are administrable and WTO consistent, (2) will
not undermine ongoing Administration efforts
to reach an international consensus banning
such trade, and (3) will effectively curtail
conflict diamond trade without impacting the
legitimate diamonds trade (U.S. Government
Printing, 2001, p. 3).
After the hearing on November 28, 2001, the House
of Representatives passed the Conflict Diamonds
Act of 2001 (HR 2722). The bill, which had
previously been proposed, was quickly approved
after 9/ 11 spurred by reports that al-Qaeda used the
conflict diamond trade to launder money. However,
while US Customs performed 35 random physical
inspections of rough diamond mixed shipments
since 1998, according to US Customs officials,
inspections ended after September 11, 2001 because
the agencies' focus changed to security and antiterrorism efforts (Yager, 2002). Niels Sorrells
(2001) stated that the House bill allows but does not
require the President to restrict imports restrictions will be stricter for loose, rough
diamonds, and more relaxed for polished, set
diamonds. Diamonds are not to be imported if they

are not on the approved list produced by the
Treasury Department, and finished diamond jewelry
is exempted from the rules of the bill (2001).
The KPCS released the Interlaken Declaration in
November 2002, which stated that participating
countries should have national legislation and
diamond origin certification schemes implemented
by January 1, 2003. On April 8, 2003, the House of
Representatives passed legislation (HR1584) called
the Clean Diamonds Trade Act which prohibits the
import of rough diamonds into the US from
countries that are not apart of UN Security Council
resolutions or the KPCS. This legislation allowed
the US to join the KPCS. When the KPCS met in
Johannesburg in April 2003, they set a new
deadline of July 31, 2003 for countries to meet the
requirements of the KPCS (Grant & Taylor, 2003).
As of the July 2003 deadline, 54 countries were
officially recognized, with two more in October of
the same year, and 20 more countries expressed
interest in joining the KPCS (Grant & Taylor,
2003). The KPCS met in South Africa in October
2003 when the Diamond Pledge was presented and
called on the diamond industry and governments to
follow
through
on
their
commitments,
implementations,
and
monitoring
(Amnesty
International, 2003).

Critiques of New Legislation and Industry
Retrenchment
The diamond industry, NGOs, and society have
critiqued and reviewed the KPCS. The WDC was
created to publicly support reform, but the
companies in the WDC also funded lobbying and
public relations campaigns to save the industry
reputation. Part of this push was seen in the results
of the above mentioned legislation, the Conflict
Diamonds Act of 2001, which Representative Tony
Hall called "mushy, fishy and full of loopholes"
(Silverstein 2001, p. 19). Holly Burkhalter, from
Physicians for Human Rights, states: "with these
flimsy guidelines, virtually any nation can make the
[Treasury Department's] good-guy list" (Silverstein
2001, p. 21). The WDC also allows violators of the
law to avoid prosecution if they import contraband
"through inadvertence, or by reason of clerical error
or other mistake of fact" (Silverstein 2001 , p. 21).
Critics of the WDC also state that tough legislation
will not pass without industry support, therefore,
grassroots action is needed (Silverstein, 2001).
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Religious and human rights groups like World
Vision, Catholic Relief Services, Anmesty
International, Oxfam America, and the Commission
on Social Action of Reform Judaism, support the
Clean Diamonds Trade Act which the House passed
on April 8, 2003 (National Catholic Reporter,
2003) . However, Varsha Gupta D'Souza (2003)
states that NGOs critique the KPCS as not going far
enough, and that there are loopholes in the
monitoring system since countries volunteer for
independent audits and peer reviews. As of
November 2003, 45 countries agreed to participate,
but only 10 agreed to be reviewed (2003). Global
Witness and Anmesty International conducted a
survey of diamond jewelers in 2004. The survey
found that eleven percent of the stores in the US did
not have policy regarding conflict diamonds and
that 67% were unwilling to discuss whether or not
they had a policy in place (Anmesty International,
2004).
Testimony from the Subcommittee on Oversight of
Government Management further states that the
KPCS lacks accountability. Accountability is
evaluated on the basis of control environment, risk
assessment, control activities, information and
communications, and monitoring. The KPCS is
facing serious challenges meeting control
environment accountability, since participants
haven't agreed on administrative support at the
international level, participants are required to set
up national internal controls and effective
enforcement, and membership is voluntary. KPCS
also does not adequately address the diamond
pipeline and the gap from discovery of the diamond
to exportation, the stockpile of undocumented
diamonds, and the chain of warranties remains
voluntary and self-regulated. Control activities are
inconsistent, as internal controls are optional and
differ by nation, and the audit trail is problematic.
Concerns about information and communications
are: what, how and when the information will be
shared and used and how to share European Union
data since they are one trading partner. Monitoring
is lacking because participants report on other
participants, reviews are done only with consent,
there are no guidelines for self-assessment, no
system for monitoring the industry system of
warranties, and no external audit of the scheme
(Yager, 2002) .
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The Current Situation
On February 13, 2007, CBS re-ran a CSI [Crime
Scene Investigation] episode [written by David
Grossman, 2003] that showed a horse's uterus being
used as a transport for diamonds. Upon analysis in
the CSI lab, the investigators determined that the
diamonds came from South Africa and briefly
discussed conflict diamonds fueling wars and
enslaving children. This raised questions about
when the episode was originally aired, which turned
out to be 2003, because even now there is little
evidence that one can identify with any forensic
confidence the provenance of diamonds. Several
new technologies and techniques are still being
developed to identify where diamonds come from,
and as these develop they will aid in stemming the
trade of conflict diamonds. Characteristics like
frosting, patterns of scratches and chips, coloring,
and terracing can be visible to the naked eye or with
assistance from a loupe, all of which may give
indication where the diamond originated from.
When diamonds are mixed together, whether it's
alluvial and kimberlitic or diamonds from different
regions, it makes it more difficult to identify origin.
Progress is being made to create technology that
would describe the morphology, surface features ,
and mineral inclusions. Another technology is
aiming to fingerprint diamonds through x-rays or
scanning and storing the data in a database. Yet
another technology is Inductively Coupled PlasmaMass Spectrometry that analyzes trace impurities.
In Canada, diamonds are being mined, cut, and
polished, then etched with a serial number on the
edge of the diamond with a laser that can then be
matched to a certificate of authenticity of origin
(Grant & Taylor, 2004).
Further illustrating the saturation of this issue into
US popular culture, Stephen Colbert, on his nightly
Colbert Report used "Clarity" as "The Word" in a
skit on December, 14, 2006. In Colbert fashion, he
poked fun at the seriousness of conflict diamonds
and the loopholes of the Kimberley Process.
Evaluating those loopholes was the purpose of the
study by the United States Government
Accountability Office (2006) which was the
mandate of the Clean Diamond Trade Act. The
report:
(1) describes the institutional framework
established to implement the act, (2) examines
implementation of the domestic provisions of
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the act and challenges it faces, and (3) examines
how the United States has helped to strengthen
the KPCS and challenges it faces. (p. 3)
The findings of the report are divided domestically
and internationally. Domestically, it found the US
vulnerable to illicit trade. While the US has
improved its collection process, it does not inspect
rough diamond imports or exports, and lacks an
effective receipt confirmation system (p. 4).
Internationally, the US has helped to strengthen the
KPCS and has provided assistance to Sierra Leone
and Liberia. The recommendations were for:
improvements in the (1) accuracy of U.S. rough
diamond trade data; (2) processes for importing
and exporting rough diamonds, including
conducting periodic physical inspections and
confirmation of rough diamond import receipts
with foreign exporting authorities; (3) oversight
of the activities of USKPA and its licensees
who issue Kimberley Process certificates; and
(4) approach for providing some of the U.S.
diamond-related assistance. (p. 5-6)
Although the KPCS has made some progress in
ensuring that people have access to conflict free
diamonds and new technologies are making strides
to identify the origin of diamonds, there are still
loopholes that need to be mended. Both the
diamond industry and governments need to share
responsibility of guaranteeing the credibility of the
KPCS. Many human rights organizations are
working to guarantee that the KPCS be subject to
an impartial and regular monitoring process. In the
UK, The Co-operative Bank, ActionAid, Amnesty
International, and Global Witness have put together
a pledge for consumers to show the diamond
industry and governments that consumers are still
concerned about conflict diamonds. This pledge can
be found on the websites of the organizations listed.
Culture Shift?
After conducting research on conflict diamonds in
the spring of 2006, it was exciting that a movie was
being made on the topic. Edward Zwick's Blood
Diamond opened in theatres on December 8, 2006.
Given the limitations of Hollywood, it was hard not
to be skeptical. However, there were a number of
accuracies portrayed in the movie. Solomon Vandy
(Djimon Hounsou), Danny Archer (Leonardo
DiCaprio), and Maddy Bowen (Jennifer Connelly)

portray life in war tom Sierra Leone and the
smuggling of diamonds. Without giving the story
away, it was nice to leave the theater knowing that
people were coming away with a greater awareness
of conflict diamonds. However, it was of course
liberal Hollywood, and it was inescapable that the
film also left audiences with the feeling that the
problem was taken care of because certain wars
were declared ended, and the Kimberley Process
was in place. T. L. Stanley stated that, in response
to Blood Diamond, "the World Diamond Council
trade group has launched an estimated $15 million
public-relations and education campaign to combat
the moyie's images of diamond smuggling from
war-tom African countries" (2006: 12).
The 64th Annual Golden Globe Awards (Donovan
2007) pre-show commentary included interviews
with Blood Diamond stars Leonardo DiCaprio and
Djimon Hounsou. When asked what consumers
should do in regards to diamonds, Hounsou stated
that people should still buy diamonds but need to
ask questions about where the diamonds come from
and if they are certified. Following the Golden
Globe Awards, WCCO's Terri Gruca (2007)
reported to Minnesotans on how to avoid buying
conflict diamonds. When buying diamonds, she
informed the public, consumers should ask the
jeweler for a conflict diamond policy. Asking
questions puts pressure on retailers and suppliers to
ensure they have conflict-free diamonds. Other
options are to buy diamonds from Canada or manmade stones. To boycott diamonds completely is an
option; however some argue that this will have
repercussions on the countries that use diamond
money for healthcare and schools.
Kanye West (2005) brought attention to conflict
diamonds with his song Diamonds from Sierra
Leone, which won a best rap Grammy in 2006.
West and other artists are continuing to bring
conflict diamonds to the forefront. In a new VH 1
Program, Bling 'd: Blood, Diamonds, and Hip Hop
(Article 19 Films, 2007), rappers go to Sierra Leone
to learn the history of diamonds in that country, as
well as to explore the purported links between the
histories of slavery and 'bling' in the hip hop
industry today. Interviewees stated that the KPCS
helps to decrease conflict diamonds in the market,
but that it is not a cure-all to the problem. Neither
the KPCS, nor these representatives of the
entertainment industry, address the economic and
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social conditions that surround diamonds in African
countries. If consumers do not boycott diamonds as
a whole, then they should at least ask where the
diamonds come from and where the money from
the sale goes: into the hands of diamond
corporations, or into the hands of which actors in
the country where they were mined. The show
doesn't just report that the wars are over and that
conflict diamonds have decreased but uncovers the
issues of child soldiers returning to society and
women and girls recovering from rape and
becoming self-sufficient. The rappers state at the
end that Sierra Leone needs financial and internal
structural support for the country to move forward
in the future.
Similar issues are raised in Time by Tom Zoellner
(2006) who stated that "even when the diamonds
are not smuggled or traded for guns, the wages for
the miners can be outrageously unfair" (67). He
also believes that diamonds "can be used to build
up a nation's infrastructure" (67), a concept
promoted in Bling'd. Whatever the shortcomings of
the trickle of these ideas into mainstream popular
culture might be, they can be contrasted with the
industry's $15 million public-relations campaign to
save its image.
When purchasing diamonds, consumers should
demand documented proof that their diamonds are
conflict-free, ask their jeweler where the diamonds
they sell come from, and ask to see a copy of the
company's policy on conflict diamonds. Consumers
can also contact their government representatives to
tell them they are concerned about the link between
human rights abuses and diamonds. While not
buying diamonds at all remains an option, this may
have the counter-effect of harming those who rely
on diamonds for their livelihood. In any case,
action needs to be taken to address the underlying
socioeconomic issues in the countries trading
diamonds, and in the world systems managing and
distributing them.
The discovery of diamonds in nineteenth century
colonial possessions, and their subsequent
marketing and consumption largely in the West, has
created a lucrative commodity chain of this now
archetypal natural resource. Post-colonial conflicts
and resource predation have seen the rise of the
terms "conflict diamond" and "blood diamond,"
epitomizing a potential trend in increasingly
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conscious patterns of consumption in the privileged
West.. NGOs tracked the conflicts in Angola, Sierra
Leone, Liberia, and the Democratic Republic of
Congo, linking them to the illegal diamond trade,
and forcing the international community to
recognize these links by the late 1990s. Human
rights groups, religious groups, the diamond
industry, and the international community have
negotiated since then, and come together to create
the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme in an
attempt to guarantee that diamonds are sold
conflict-free. Although it is a step in the right
direction, the Kimberley Process Certification
Scheme has many loopholes, and suffers from the
It therefore
weight of industry prerogatives.
remains important that consumers ask questions of
jewelers, maintain pressure on their legislators, and
continue to demand action. It is still early in the
history of the struggle around conflict diamonds,
and the opening the movement has created can
increase awareness at all stages of this and other
similarly positioned international commodities.
Sarah Drake is completing a Masters in Social
Responsibility at St. Cloud State University, where
she works with the Somali community.
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Guns, Bombs, Poverty and Death in Africa: An Indictment on Modernity
Dr. Sabelo J. Ndlovu-Gatsheni
"Guns are changing things. The young ones,
they don't respect elders. If you don't have a
weapon, your grave is open." 1
"In fact, small arms, which include rifles,
pistols and light machine guns, are filling
African graves in ever-increasing numbers-from the killing fields in Burundi and the

Democratic Republic of Congo to the streets
of Lagos and Johannesburg."2
The Russian scientist who manufactured the
Kalashnikov rifle confessed that when he made the
rifle he never thought it would one day be in the
hands of 'terrorists. ' He became more concerned
when he saw Bin Laden carrying the AK 47. The
United Nations Secretary-General, Kofi Annan,
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described guns as 'the weapons of choice for the
killers of our time. ' 3 The reality is that modernity
produced the gun and the bomb. The superpowers
produced nuclear weapons. Weapons of mass
destruction have put the world on the edge.
Modernity is threatened by its own innovations.
There is currently frenzied global concern about
proliferation of nuclear enrichment programmes
outside Europe and less concern about small arms
that are wrecking havoc on Africa. The most feared
person in the world is the 'terrorist' armed with guns
and bombs. The Iraq war and the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon are two recent events that have
demonstrated to the world that guns and bombs are
lethal to human existence as well as to the
environment and human industrial inventions. Iraq
was attacked by a multinational force led by the
United States of America and Britain under the
pretext that it was producing lethal weapons of mass
destruction (WMD). Today, the leading members of
the 'axis of evil' as understood by American
President George W. Bush are North Korea and Iran.
Their sin is the perceived potential to manufacture
nuclear weapons. It is interesting to note that even
war mongers like George Bush fear the gun and the
bomb as long as they are not in the correct hands.
Civil wars, ethnic cleansing, genocides, nationalist
liberation movements and even global hegemonic
adventures of the United States of America as
manifested in Afghanistan and Iraq are achieved
through the gun and the bomb at a terrible human
cost.
Old and New Arms Trades
Since the time of the slave trade, Europe made
Africa a dumping ground for boatloads of old and
outdated guns, setting an ominous tone to the
escalation of conflict in the continent. The sad part
of this 'gun and bomb dumping' in Africa is that it
has proliferated across the continent in tandem with
the spread and deepening of violence, conflict,
poverty and death. Scholars who have written on the
slave trade, like Paul E. Lovejoy, have pointed out
how slavery brought guns to Africa. Slaves were
exchanged for guns. Without guns it became
difficult for African communities to defend
themselves from slave raiders. 4 To get guns, one
needed to engage in the slave trade. In the West,
guns and bombs were used to expand empires. What
all this indicates is that guns and bombs were part of
the original human sins of modernity.
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Steven Wright described the proliferation of guns
across the African continent as ' a legal trade in
death,' and went on to take stock of the impact of
small arms on Africa. He wrote that:
Arms trafficking to Angola, involving
Jean Christopher Mitterrand, Jacques
Attali and other French names, shows, not
for the first time, the way some European
countries spark off conflicts in Africa.
Yet, light arms (rifles, machine guns,
pistols, grenades) kill far more people than
tanks, fighter aircraft or battleships -- four
million died between 1990 and 1999. Yet,
the international community is only
timidly moving to control small arms
transfer. 5
The International community is concerned about the
proliferation of nuclear weapons and weapons of
mass desctruction, neglecting the fact that in Africa
for instance, small arms are causing mass death and
contributing to poverty and underdevelopment.
According to Progressive U:
Small arm weapons have been distributed
to impoverished areas throughout Africa .. .
To me, small arms are more dangerous to
the society than the nuclear bombs. Why?
Well, anybody regardless of age, gender
and economical status can have an access
to guns and other small weapons. In
Africa, for example, many NGOs and
governments secretly provide weapons to
rebels to fight against their nations '
government. 6
While the Western world has failed to take Africa
along the path of development, it has succeded to a
greater extent in giving Africa more guns and bombs
than food and other basic necessities of life. Kathi
Austin in an article entitled 'Hearts of Darkness '
noted that Africa collected weapons from the former
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and
Eastern Europe, some of which ended up in the
hands of rebels in Angola and perpetrators of
genocide in Rwanda. The United States of America
has also been very busy, particularly during the Cold
War, providing weapons to rebel leaders like Dr.
Jonas Savimbi and his UNITA rebels. 7 While the
greater efforts of the international community are
focused on curbing proliferation of new weapons
like deadly nuclear enrichments, they gloss over the
crucial factor that a major pipeline of small arms
remains those that were pumped into Africa in the
1970s and 1980s by Cold War protagonists in their
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crusade to fan proxy interstate wars. 8 Michael
Fleshman, argued that:
Less well understood is the impact of
small arms on development in postconflict situations. Unlike heavy weapons
systems, which can be costly to acquire
and operate and comparatively easy to
decommission or monitor, the end of a
war does not necessarily bring an end to
the use oflight weapons.9
For concerned African scholars, one fundamental
question for Africa and the world is: why is it that
guns and bombs seem to be in far greater quantities
in Africa than food and shelter? Has Western
modernity bequeathed to Africa mainly guns and
bombs without development?
Take for example the situation of one country.
Concurrent with the daunting task of achieving
desperately needed sustainable development after
long years of engagement in a violent civil war,
Mozambique has the task of tracking and destroying
hundreds of tons of arms and ammunition hidden in
caches throught Mozambique that were stashed
away during the civil war. Operation Rachel is a
combination of Mozambican and South African
specialist security forces that include the Task Force
on Serious and Violent Crimes, Airwing, Bomb
Disposal Unit, and Crime Intelligence Unit, with the
dangerous mandate to track and destroy arms and
ammunition hidden in caches across the breadth and
length of Mozambique. 10
Thus, while Africa is grappling with the challenge of
development and trying frantically to claim the 21st
Century as the 'African Century,' its efforts are
hampered by the realities of the costs of violence
facilitated by guns and bombs. Those who argue that
Africa is more peaceful now than in the 20th century
forget the fundamental fact that the proliferation of
guns and bombs outlasts the wars that spawned
them, and pose a major setback to development.
While the West is celebrating the end of the Cold
War, Africa is still grappling with the legacy of this
ideological war that was not cold or ideological in
anyway in Africa. In Africa, the Cold War was hot
and violent. It culminated in the stockpiling of lethal
weapons that Africa is now failing to control in
terms of both circulation and use.
In the midst of underdevelopment and poverty in
Africa, the current estimation of the continental

spread of guns is that there is one weapon in
curculation for every twenty people on the continent.
That is a conservative estimate. Even the poorest
zones of Africa like Somalia have plenty of guns and
bombs. Even dictators who cannot provide their
people with food, jobs, medical care, and shelter are
able to deploy well-armed militaries against their
people. Under apartheid and its attendent povertyinducing policies in the black communities, guns
managed to cross racial boundaries into the hands of
both white and black criminals. Today the main
culprits in the proliferation of guns and bombs
across the African continent are the Private Military
(PMC)
and
Private
Military
Companies
Industries(PMI) that are purportedly providing the
needed private security in the context of the failure
of the African state to do so. The current problem of
mercenarism is a hotly debated issue in Africa due to
the crisis of 'privatisation of security.' 11 The
connection between guns, bombs, poverty and death
in Africa are graphically displayed on CNN
everyday. The dominant feature on CNN is the guntoting rebel, the sotdier, a starving African child, or
the terrible life of women in refugee camps. Even in
poor areas like Darfur in the Sudan, where people
are deprived of clean water, decent food, and shelter,
guns are plenty and they are wrecking havoc on the
lives of defenceless children and women. For
heaven 's sake, can't the provider of the gun and the
bomb to Africa think twice and provide food,
medical care, clean water and decent shelter to the
African people? This is a challenge for the modern
world.
When analysts write about ethnicity and tribalism as
the curse of Africa, they forget that it is the
availability of guns and bombs that make these
identities assume deadly proportions. Without guns
and bombs, politics could not be as dirty and deadly
as it is in Africa. Development has eluded Africa,
but the gun and the bomb has not. Dictatorship and
authoritarianism are fed and sustained by guns.
Democratic revolutions are beaten back by guns and
bombs. In Johannesburg in South Africa, the African
youth cannot find jobs and shelter, but have
unlimited access to guns.
Peace cannot exist in the world as long as human
beings produce more guns than food and more
bombs than shelter. Unless the world wakes up to
the reality that guns, bombs, poverty and death in
Africa are interlinked, the 21st century global
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slogans of 'making poverty history' through staging
'war on want' as well as the African initiatives
crafted around the African Renaissance will remain
hollow and end up as political and social jokes of the
millennium.
Africa does not need more guns and more bombs.
The world at large does not need more guns and
more bombs. What human beings want is clean
water, decent food, medical care, shelter, jobs and
protection of human rights. With deepening poverty
in Africa, the gun and the bomb is coming to settle
forever in Africa. With the collapsing states, fragile
states, and failing states, the potential of the
'terrorist' coming to roost in Africa is very high.
African borders are not well monitored and policed,
making the continent susceptible to terrorist
activities. The activities of terrorists are carried out
using the bomb and the gun. Those communities,
groups and individuals feeling marginalised and
oppressed are good clients for warlords who are
ready to mobilse disgrunted people and ready to use
the gun and the bomb to march to state house and to
power. These are points made clear by Willian Reno
in his classic book, Warlord Politics and African
States. 12 In Liberia, Sierra Leone, Somalia, the
of Congo,
Angola,
Democratic
Republic
Mozambique, Ethiopia, Sudan and many other war
zones, the gun and the bomb ruled and the human
cost was catastrophic. Economic and human
development came to a stand still. Kiflemariam
Gebreworld of the Bonn International Centre for
Conversion (BICC) noted that 'the broad
proliferation of small arms is a constant threat and a
constant hindrance for the development of the
region. ' 13 The gun and the bomb have become key to
accessing diamonds, oil, gold, and other precious
minerals. The 20th century was graced with such
political language as 'blood diamonds' and the
'politics of oil.' Diamonds became stained with the
blood of citizens at the hands of war mongers. Oil
was drilled using the gun. Access to oil was opened
using the gun. Iraq is today garrisoned by the
Americans because of its oil. Natural resources like
oil and diamonds became a curse rather than a
blessing to those who have them. The people of Iraq
are victims of the 'politics of oil' and as a result they
have to live under surveillance of 'oil addicted
Americans.' The people of Iran are threatened by
American hegemony ·because of oil and the mere
fact of being located in the oil-rich Middle East. The
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American President George Bush has already told
the world that 'Americans are addicted to oil.'
Going back to history, it is clear again that the gun
and the bomb have been the original
sin.
Colonialism was inscribed on Africa using the gun.
In colonial history, one can think of the celebrated
'Maxim Gun' that mowed down the Ndebele and cut
their knees during the Anglo-Ndebele War of 1893.
The British colonialists, boasted: 'We have the
maxim gun and they have not.' 14 Western
manufactured guns and bombs conquered Africa.
Colonial rule endured because of the gun. In world
history, one can think of Hiroshima and Nagasaki -that cruel American action on Japanese people that
was celebrated as advancement in science and
technology. One can remember the First and the
Second World Wars and the human carnage and trail
of destruction that were attendent to it. During the
Cold War one can also think of the tensions created
by the Cuban Missile debacle of the 1960s that
nearly concretised nuclear Holocaust. The
decolonisation process in Africa was dominated by
the gun and the bomb. One can think of the violence
in Algeria, the Mau Mau in Kenya, violent liberation
wars in Angola, Mozambique, Guinea Bissau,
Zimbabwe, Nambia and South Africa. 15 White
settler violence worshipped at the altar of the gun
and the bomb and the African nationalist had no
option but to turn to the altar of the gun and the
petrol bomb as white settler belligrence and
intransigence required equally violent African
nationalist strength.
The nationalists who liberated Africa through the
gun and the African guerrillas who only became
listened to because they were carrying guns, learned
to rule through the gun. Guns and votes became
sides of the same coin. The nationalist leader never
trusted the power of the vote. The former nationalist
revolutionary leader, President Robert Mugabe of
Zimbabwe who has now metamorphosed into an
authoritarian dictator, once made it clear that:
Our votes must go together with our guns.
After all, any vote we shall have, shall
have been the product of the gun. The gun,
which produces the votes, should remain
its security officer, its guarantor. The
people's vote and the people's guns are
always inseparable twins. 16
Armed liberation wars had inculcated the marshal
spirit on the nationalist and the freedom fighter.
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Consent, just like negotiatiOns, were solicited
through the barrel of the gun. Liberation wars came
with the violent language of enemy liquidation,
necklacing of sellouts, intolerance of dissent, belief
in monolithic unity behind a single domineering
chasmatic leader and founder, father and soul of the
African nation. Personality cults and alpha and
omega leaders like Kamuzu Banda and Robert
Mugabe were a gift from the liberation struggles. 17
The gun gave West Africa, Central and East Africa
numerous military coups and military strong men
who worhipped at the altar of the gun. One can think
of Idi Dada Amin in Uganda, Mobutu Sese Seko in
Zaire, Haile Mariam Mengistu of Ethiopia, Methieu
Kerekou of Benin, Gnasseigbe Eyadema of Togo,
Jerry Rawlings of Ghana, and Sani Abacha in
Nigeria. 18
More recently, the struggles for social justice in
Southern Africa crystallising around land restitution
are proving to be taking on a violent nature too. The
gun has come in to decide the distribution of land in
Zimbabwe for instance. The Third Chimurenga in
Zimbabwe is a case in point where the country had
to re-live the times of the violent liberation struggles
as the former liberation forces were mobilise to use
guns to fight economic war against white
commercial farmers. The economic, political and
social costs have been too ghastly for the Southern
African state. 19
The apparent issue is that the gun has dominated the
20th century and has been widely used to decide
social, economic and political conflicts. The League
of Nations and the United Nations were born out of
the realisation that if human beings continued to
speak through fire power the world was going
nowhere. But since their formation, the gun is still
seen as a solution to world problems by many
people. This is a sad reality indeed. The Iraq
problem is a good recent example whereby America
led a group of Western nations to obliterate a Third
World nation, justifying deployment of guns and air
power under dubious terms of removing a dictator
from power. How can the sins of one person,
Saddam Hussein warrant the wanton destruction of
Baghdad? Were there no other ways to deal with
Hussein besides deployment of guns? The blasting
of guns and war planes through Lebanon as Israeli
forces destroyed infrustructure and human life in its
war against Hizbollah guerrillas is another testimony
of the failure of international diplomacy and

international organisations like the United Nation to
save humanity from the scourge of war and the rule
of the gun. The gun, the bomb and poverty are the
curse of this century.
However, there are steps being taken in Africa to
deal with the havoc being wrecked by guns and
bombs on human life and development processes.
As Africa presses on with the agenda of renewal of
the continent (African Rennaissance) through the
strenghthening of the African Union (AU), the
implemetation of the New Partnership for African
Development (NEPAD) and experimenting with
good governance via the innovative African Peer
Review Mechanism (APRM), as well as concretising
the dream of a United States of Africa through the
opening of the Pan-African Parliament (PAP) in
Midrand in South Africa, the traditional way of
speaking through guns and bombs must become a
thing of the past. Already the Economic Community
of West African States (ECOWAS) has
demonstrated that African leaders have realised that
speaking through guns and bombs cannot help
Africa through declaration of a moratorium on
importation and manufacture of light weapons first
signed in October 31, 1998 as part and parcel of
concrete plans aimed at establishing a culture of
peace, a data bank and a register of small arms in the
sub-region.Z0 This was followed by ministers and
officials of eleven African countries signing the
Nairobi Protocol for the Prevention, Control and
Reduction of Small Arms and Light Weapons in
2004, indicating the growing concern with the
continued problem of proliferation of small arms and
light weapons in Africa. 21 All these African
initiatives must be understood in the context of the
2001 United Nations adoption of a Programme of
Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate illicit
Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons. Taking
into account the havoc being wrecked by guns and
bombs in Africa, these initiatives need vigorous
support across the whole world.
Conclusion
It is indeed with great sadness that we note that the
gun has become part of modern life, so much so that
some people see it as a salvation, arguing that
without a gun one's grave is open. Instead of making
the gun part of life in Africa, such weapons need to
be destroyed if peace is to endure in the continent.
The West must stop forthwith its tendency of
deliberately exporting guns and bombs to Africa and
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in the process exporting conflict, poverty and death
across the continent. Dr. Oscar Arias, the Nobel
Laureate, had these wise words on this issue: 'Local,
regional and world leaders must accept the fact that
we cannot let the free market rule the international
arms trade. We must not enrich ourselves through
the commerce of death. ' 22 Africa cannot continue to
endure the spates of violent death and conflict that
hinder
its development.
The
uncontrolled
proliferation of guns and bombs across the continent
must be stopped or else these weapons will put an
end to humanity. Modernity produced the gun and
the bomb and postmodernity must come out with
ways of limiting the proliferation of these lethal
weapons which today are found in the hands of
children abused as child soldiers, terrorists whose
agenda is not very clear, dictators bent on
annihilating their people, powerful global leaders
bent on acting unilaterally within the global village,
criminals bent of taking other people's possessions
and rebels bent on bringing mayhem in Africa, as
well as syndicates and economic entrepreneurs bent
on accessing diamonds and oil to line their pockets.
Dr. Sabelo J. Ndlovu-Gatsheni is a Senior Lecturer
of International Studies at Monash University,
South Africa Campus.
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The Struggle for Resource Control in Niger Delta: The Rise and Context of M.E.N.D.
Gift Omobolanle Amaike and Jesse Benjamin
"What is vital is to recognize our social pluralism,
to recognize that from now, Nigeria is a federation
of ethnicities and nationalities, nothing else. It is an
enterprise of a possible nation-state, a possible
unity, but right now, it remains an enterprise. "
Claude Ake, The NEWS (La,gos), November 25 ,
1996.

Introduction
Historically, people of the Niger Delta served as
active "middlemen" between white traders and the
hinterlands, through which they controlled trade
with the interior especially in palm oil products and
slaves. The discovery of oil in the region paved the
way for massive oil exploitation and external
wealth transfer while local communities wallow in
poverty and pollution. The history of ethnic
militancy in the region dates to the post-colonial
era, when Isaac Borro' s NDC threatened secession
if Niger Delta was not granted control over her
resources. Though the insurrection was short lived,
it paved the way for sustained conflicts between
ethnic Niger Delta militias and the government and
its oil company allies.
Conflict between local communities and foreign oil
companies has centered on resource control and
environmental sanitation. This has been the driving
force and the birthing ground for ethnic militias
such as MEND (Movement for the Emancipation of
the Niger Delta). In other words, ethnic militancy
became a common feature in the Niger Delta
because of the failure of the federal government and
oil companies to address the problems of resource
control and environmental pollution. Secondly,
many youths in the Niger Delta have resorted to
direct action following the insignificant impact of
non-violent means adopted by past ethnic
movements like MOSOP (Movement for the
Survival of the Ogoni People). The state-managed
murder ofMOSOP leader, Ken Saro-Wiwa also set
the stage in the 1990s for more ethnic conflicts in

the Delta region. Other groups emerged to continue
with his struggle but the most organized of them is
MEND. Therefore, this paper focuses on MEND as
an ethnic militia group or social movement that is
organized to promote certain ideals and resist
perceived injustices and human right violations in
the Niger Delta. We also consider the Nigerian
State response to the Niger Delta issue especially
from the 1990s, its impact on militancy in the
region, and possible solutions.
The proliferation of ethnic militias in Nigeria shows
the presence of underlying problems such as
poverty, poor leadership, poor infrastructure and a
high sense of injustice by ethnic nationalities,
especially minority groups. The central thesis of
the paper is that the ethnic militias in Niger Delta
constitute the resolve of militant groups to press for
justice, equity and meaningful development in their
region. The general state of neglect and pollution
give ethnic militias the local support they need to
operate. This is because the people see their
marginalization as "killing the goose that lays the
golden eggs," thereby leading to acceptance of
MEND and the resistance of all other ethnic
nationalities in Niger Delta, the Ogoni, Isoko,
Urhobo, Itsekiri, Andoni, lbibio, etc.
The Niger Delta and the Nigerian State
The Niger Delta is located in the south of Nigeria,
comprising the nine states of Abia, Akwa-Ibom,
Bayelsa, Cross-River, Delta, Edo, Imo, Ondo and
Rivers States. But, there are only three core States
where major oil exploitation and production are
carried out: Rivers, Bayelsa and Delta, with the oil
capital in Port-Harcourt in Rivers States. Niger
Delta has an ecosystem that covers the ridges,
mangrove forests , streams, swamps, rivers and
creeks, and is blessed with abundant natural
resources such as coal, timber, crude oil and natural
gas. The terrains and the history of the region are as
diverse and delicate as its wetlands, the second
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largest in the World. Niger Delta is the main source
of the Nigerian economy, accounting for over 90
percent of Nigeria's gas and oil revenues. The
people of the Niger Delta, like all other nationalities
in Africa and in Nigeria, tasted the bitter pills of
colonial plundering and inhuman treatment. When
the infamous trade in people ceased, British
imperialists commenced the exploitation of the
resources of local people usually through forceful
means. This was done with total disregard for the
rights and well-being of the local people. The Royal
Niger Company, under George Taubman Goldie,
killed more than two hundred local inhabitants in
Brass and Fish town who opposed their unfair
business practices and inhuman treatment.
Famous leaders such as Jaja of Opobo and Dappa
Pepple of Bonny were dethroned or sent into exile
by the colonialists for confronting and challenging
their oppressive regime. The colonial Nigerian State
was characterized by violence, force and political
control over the people -- indirect rule set the stage
for the institutionalization of violence in the
country. Subsequently, the violent character of the
State has not been fundamentally changed by the
indigenous Nigerian elites who took over after
independence,
and
continued
unashamedly
plundering the oil wealth and resources of local
communities. Also continuing unabated was the
state's close relationship with multinational oil
companies and the suppression of any opposition in
the Delta.
For instance, the first ethnic militia, the Niger Delta
Volunteer Service led by Isaac Adako Boro, was
unsuccessful in its secession bid. The insurrection
lasted only twelve days before it was summarily
dispelled by the Nigerian military government in
February, 1966. The NDVS's attempt to proclaim
Niger Delta a republic was treated as a treasonable
offence punishable by death, and Boro was
convicted and sentenced to death by the military
junta (Falana, 2003). Since this first rebellion in
1966, agitation and resistance by ethnic militias
have always been suppressed by the Nigerian State.
This has been ensured by vesting ownership and
control of all resources and land in the country in
the Federal Government (Land Use Act, 1978). The
implication of the Act is that the Federal
Government reserves the rights to all resources in
all parts of Nigeria irrespective of where these are
found or located. The 1969 Petroleum Act stipulates
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that all revenues from energy be transferred to the
Central Federal Government ofNigeria.
In other words, the State allocates and sells oil
blocks in local communities to International Oil
companies without the consent of the communities.
It is on the basis of this that crude oil in Niger Delta
has become a contentious issue in resource
management. More often than not, the State uses its
coercive apparatuses such as the Police and the
Army to protect and ensure the exploitation of the
nation's resources through its foreign collaborators.
More recently, the government has adopted an
"annihilationist" approach to silence opposition.
The Ibrahim Babangida-led military regime enacted
in 1993 the Treason and Treasonable Offences
Decrees aimed at counteracting the Ogoni Bill of
Rights, and prescribing the death penalty for
uttering any word or displaying or publishing
anything that is capable of breaking up Nigeria or
any of its parts. Thus it was that on November l0 1h,
1995, the military junta of General Sani Abacha
shocked the world when it falsely tried and then
hanged the "Ogoni 9," including internationally
respected author Ken Saro-Wiwa.
Ethnic Militias in the Niger Delta
Ethnic militias are extreme forms of expression for
self-determination and social justice. Ethnic militias
in Niger Delta are sources of concern to many
people because of the ripple effects of their
activities on the mainstay of the Nigerian economy.
It is estimated that in 2006 alone, more than 150
foreign oil company workers were kidnapped, many
members of the Nigerian armed forces killed and oil
installations blown up (Terrorism Monitor, 2007).
Generally, the activities of the militant groups
include community vigilantism, crude oil theft, oil
bunkering, kidnapping, extortion, attack on oil and
other infrastructure, and murder. By ethnic militia
we mean "a group of people who are not
professional soldiers but who have military training
and can act as an army" (Oxford Learners
Dictionary). In Nigeria, ethnic militias are militant
groups comprised mostly of young people, usually
men, whose common features include the "resort to
violence, preponderance of youth membership,
ethnic identity affiliations, and that they are mainly
popular movements demanding change over the
status quo" (Agbu, 2002; Badmus, 2006: 192).
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The proliferation of ethnic militias in the Niger
Delta began in the 1990s, with the first ethnic
militia to receive international support being
MOSOP (Movement for the Survival of Ogoni
People) led by Saro-Wiwa. The group launched a
non-violent movement to protest environmental
degradation and economic neglect in the area,
against the government and the Royal Dutch/Shell
Oil Company in 1990. This protest led to a drop in
oil production, and caused Shell to cease production
briefly in 1993. The Federal Government under
General Sanni Abacha responded swiftly by
deploying armed forces to the region to ensure
continued oil exploitation and production. Shortly
after that the government executed the "Ogoni 9".
By 2004, an ljaw militant group, the Niger Delta
People's Volunteer Force (NDPVF) emerged as a
more daring, dreadful and volatile militant group in
the Niger Delta. The group was led by (Alhaji)
Mujahid Dokubo-Asari. NDPVF collaborated with
other ethnic groups in the region to protest what
they perceived as injustice, neglect, environmental
pollution and underdevelopment of the area. Just
like MOSOP, the Kaiama Declaration provided the
platform for many ethnic gangs in the area to press
home their demands for self-determination,
resource control and meaningful development in the
area. In most cases, the militant group often
threatened to paralyze the Nigerian State and the
activities of oil companies in the region. The
administration of former Nigerian leader, President
Olusegun Obasanjo offered the NDPVF's leaders
and other militant groups an olive branch, amnesty
and financial resources in exchange for trading in
ammunitions and weapons. There was thus a shortlived peace in Niger Delta. The Federal
Government turned around barely a year after the
deal, and arrested and incarcerated Alhaji Asari for
treason on 20 September, 2005. He was formally
charged for treason by the Nigerian Government on
6th October, 2005. He was kept in police custody
until June, 2007 when the Federal High Court
granted him bail on grounds of ill-health under
Alhaji Yar'Adu's government.
Apart from the popular and well known ethnic
groups in the Niger Delta region such as MOSOP,
NDPVF and MEND, there are other smaller ethnic
militias that are based in villages and clans. These
include Ijaw Youth council, Joint Revolutionary
Council (through Cynthia Whyte), Niger Delta

Vigilantes, Coalition for Militant Action in Niger
Delta (COMA), Ijaw Youth Congress and Martyr's
Brigade. These smaller groups also attack oil
companies but it is mainly to extort money and
promises of development projects from the
multinational oil companies in their communities.
The smaller groups seldom engage in widespread
sabotage of oil pipelines, oil bunkering or
kidnapping of foreign oil workers.

Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger
Delta (MEND)
Disenfranchised by rigged elections in 1999, 2003
and 2007, many Delta youth appear to have lost
hope in a just and equitable society. They are more
likely to take up arms to protest against their
marginalization, and the exploitation of their Godgiven resources (oil wealth) by the Nigerian State
and their collaborators, the multinational oil
companies. MEND emerged as a strong voice in
January, 2005 shortly after the arrest of Asari
Dokubo. Its demands include, among other things,
the unconditional release of their ethnic leader,
Alhaji Asari, resource control and development of
the Niger Delta.
MEND is a militant ethnic group that is closely
linked to NDPVF. It is, without doubt, one of the
most powerful, renowned and deadly ethnic militias
in the Niger Delta, and is widely noted as enjoying
the sympathy of the people of Niger Delta. MEND
is not only secretive in its operation, but its
organizational structure is also unknown. Judging
from their operations, the group may be made up of
young, intelligent and enlightened Ijaw men,
rumoured to have military training and university
degrees. The leadership structure of MEND is also
unclear as the group remained anonymous during
the incarceration of their leader, Alhaji Asari.
Expectedly, this is to protect the leaders of the
group from undue persecution and infiltration by
the government and its cronies. Journalists often
communicate with the spokespersons of the group
such as Jomo Gbomo and Tamuno.
The main aim of MEND has been agitation for the
release of their leader, Asari Dokubo (before he was
released in June, 2007, as this review went to
press), resource control and payment of $1.5 billion
compensation by Shell for environmental
degradation approved by the Upper Legislative
Chambers in Nigeria. The group also protests
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against
environmental
degradation
and
underdevelopment of the region that lays the golden
eggs for the nation, calls for 50 percent revenue [re]allocation from the Federal Government, and the
total de-militarization of Niger Delta. Despite the
huge federal revenue to the region, little or no
development is noticed because of corrupt political
and community leaders who siphon the resources to
private pockets, such as the widely publicized case
of former Governor of Bayelsa State, Pereye
Alameisheigha.
Due to environmental pollution, residents in the
Niger Delta are unable to engage in their traditional
livelihoods such as farming and fishing. The youth
thus become jobless and idle. As the popular saying
goes, "an idle hand is the devil's workshop". With
little or no meaningful productive activities, many
semi-literate youths became frustrated, dissatisfied
at their inability to get jobs in the oil companies and
hence, join militant groups to agitate for a
restructuring of the polity. MEND was launched
into the international limelight in January, 2006
when the body claimed responsibility for the
capturing of four foreign oil workers in Niger Delta.
Since then, the group has claimed responsibility for
many attacks on oil pipelines and kidnappings of a
number of oil workers in the Niger Delta. The
modus operandi of the group is highly secretive and
opinions are diverse on its power and structure. The
base of the band is said to be in Bayelsa State, one
of the States in Niger Delta.
Resource Control and Derivation Allocations
Ethnic agitation and demands for resource control
have their place in the history of Nigeria. In 1954,
during the discussion for regional self-government
shortly before the independence of the country in
1960, resource control was already an issue. The
North and the West insisted that each region should
control its resources and make contributions to the
central purse for the provision and maintenance of
common services and infrastructures. The ratios of
distribution was to be 50 percent to derivation
(region with the resources), 20 to the Central
government while 30 percent was to be shared
among all the regions. All regions, including the
East accepted the revenue formula in the spirit of
unity and stability of the country, until the Military
junta rudely invaded the Nigerian polity in 1965.
The military administration disregarded the
derivation formula through its adoption of a unitary
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system of government. Oil was discovered in
commercial quantity around this period and all
regions abandoned the development of their natural
resources and export products, coming to depend on
oil wealth instead.
Ideally, resource Control should be a cardinal
feature of a truly federal system of government in
which all territories in the politically united system
are in control of their resources rather than in
subjection to control by the central state. The main
argument of proponents of resource control is for
local communities to have 'full control ' over their
own natural resources and pay a percentage of the
resources as taxes to any of the tiers of government,
Federal, State and Local.
The issue of resource control in the Niger Delta
cannot be fully understood without the discussion
of the Kaiama Declaration in which about 5,000
Ijaw youths converged on December, 11 , 1998 to
discuss the problems of impoverishment and
enslavement of the Ijaw people (Osuoka, 2003).
The Declaration called for, among other things, the
inalienable right of communities to own and control
their natural resources within the Nigerian
Federation. To an average Niger Deltan, the
Kaiama Declaration is both a sign of struggle for
freedom from the Nigerian State and the quest to
control their communal resources.
Resource
control, otherwise known as derivation formulas, is
one of the most debated issues in Nigeria.
The defunct National Political Conference ended
unceremoniously when South-South delegates
walked out,due to the failure of other delegates to
adopt its proposal for initial 25% derivation to be
increased over 5 years to 50%. Beside the monthly
allocations to all states, the 1999 Constitution also
allocates 13% to Niger Delta States as derivation
revenue. The South-South request has historical
antecedents in Colonial and Post-Colonial Nigeria.
In the 1950s, Northern Nigeria exported groundnut,
cotton and other agricultural products that yielded
enormous resources for the smooth running of its
Colonial administration. The North was then noted
for its groundnut pyramids. The South, on the other
hand, had cocoa, timber, rubber, and farm produce
that subsidized the colonial administration in
Nigeria. Since the 1960s, this rough balance has
been skewed by the presence of oil.
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Socio-Economic Implications
fu Nigeria, social movements and groups are often
poised to protest against any government policy and
practice of the oil producing companies in their
region. According to MEND's spokesman, Jomo
Gbomo, the group is "fighting for resource control
for all the people of the Niger Delta." fu another
vein, he said, "we have caused the oil companies
and Nigerian government to pay more for our oil
and eventually it will be snatched right out of their
grip." (The News,2007)
It is obvious that the
demands for resource control have ripple effects on
many areas of the country's life. More specifically,
conflicts and violence in the Niger Delta promote
an image of Nigeria as an unstable country. The
country therefore experiences difficulty in wooing
investors, and the continued militarization of the
region blocks meaningful development projects that
can transform peoples' standards ofliving.
By the end of June, 2007, Shell Producing
Company threatened to withdraw from Niger Delta
and reduce daily oil production by 500,000 barrels.
A significant drop in oil production in Nigeria,
coupled with instability in the Middle East and
continued Chinese industrial growth, is already
affecting world oil prices (Jahn 2007). Secondly, a
cut in oil production, often by one third or more
will reduce the quantity of oil (barrels of crude)
available to Nigeria's international customers such
as the US. By implication, the supply of oil to the
global market will be affected since Nigeria is the
6th largest OPEC Country. More importantly, the
United States may be worst hit in terms of oil
supply, since Nigeria is the fifth largest supplier of
oil to the US. The struggles in the Delta had in the
fmal quarter of July officially reduced oil output
their by more than 25%, fueling climbing world
prices even as US consumer gasoline consumption
reached new record levels (Jahn 2007).
Companies and individuals globally are forced to
pay higher prices for refmed crude oil (gasoline).
The cut in oil production also means a drop in
Nigeria's national income, as sale of crude oil
accounts for more than 90% of its GDP. Ethnic
militias continue to clash with government and oil
company security personnel over environmental
degradation such as gas flaring, oil blot/blow outs,
climate changing pollution, oil poisoning,
respiratory ailments and water borne diseases such
as typhoid, and cholera in the Niger Delta. The

living conditions of the local people grow more
precarious despite the vast oil wealth.
Another major implication of MEND's attack is
that more and more oil companies and their workers
are fleeing the zone. This is against the backdrop
that many ethnic militias, especially MEND,
regularly attack oil pipelines in the region and
kidnap oil workers for ransom. For instance,
MEND claimed responsibility for three car bomb
attacks in Port Harcourt, Rivers State in 2006. On
the 30th June, 2007, several workers of American oil
giant Chevron were kidnapped by militants in Niger
Delta shortly after the visit of the Vice-President
who hails from the same region (Punch, 2007). The
militancy in Niger Delta took another dimension on
July 3, 2007 with the kidnap of a British girl on her
way to school in Port-Harcourt. It was reported that
the car windscreen was smashed by the militants
before she was forcefully removed form the car
(Punch, July 3, 2007). Many of MEND's activities
are well reported in foreign media which gives the
group the desired international attention that it uses
to affect or 'manipulate' the global oil price or to
get ransom payments. Despite the fact that Niger
Delta is heavily militarized, there is still a highlevel of insecurity in the region. Oil companies are
routinely forced to shut down oil production out of
· fear of kidnappings and hostage taking.

Looking
Forward:
Social
and
Policy
Recommendations
• The complexity of the problems in the Niger
Delta calls for concerted efforts by all the major
stakeholders
to
tackle
poverty
and
environmental degradation. The communities
must be actively involved in any developmental
efforts targeted at improving their living
conditions.
• The government and oil companies also need to
do more than pay lip service to development.
They
should
ensure
that
meaningful
development projects and compensations are
paid to the people of the Niger Delta. Doling
out some money to dissent groups or paying
ransom will not address the fundamental
problems in the region.
• There should be genuine dialogue among oil
companies, local communities and government
in addressing the problems of ethnic militias
and violence in the region. All parties should be
sincere and desirous of bringing about a
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•

•

•

•

meaningful end to hostility and violence in the
Niger Delta.
The proposal of the South-South region for 25
percent derivation formulation should be
implemented. But this additional monthly
revenue allocation should be tied to specific
developmental projects in the region. There is
need for a comprehensive development plan for
the region.
Oil multinational companies should fulfill their
social contract developing the communities in
which they do business. Their primary interest
should transcend continuous oil flows to
developing productive capacities of the local
people.
International
pressure,
both
governmental and social movement based, must
be brought to bear on these corporations, to
bring them into line with human rights
standards.
Militarization of the region will not solve the
problems of ethnic militancy and agitation for
resource control. The United Kingdom and the
United States, with their heavy oil company
presences in the region should ensure that their
multinational coporations invest a tangible
percentage of their revenues in the regions that
"own" the resources.
Community leaders and religious leaders should
condemn corruption and the primitive
accumulation of property by political leaders in
connivance with oil companies to exploit the
people and their resources.

Amaike, G.O. is a faculty member in the
Department of Sociology, Faculty of Social
Sciences, University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria. Her
areas of interest include Social Gerontology,
Gender Studies and Sociology of Development.
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What Color Green is the Green Revolution? Greenbacks or Biodiversity?
by Carol B. Thompson
The African continent cannot afford the Green
Revolution proposed late 2006 by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation and the Rockefeller
Foundation, for its goals require resources that the
continent does not have while derogating the
incredible wealth it does possess.
Although
scientists, agriculturalists and African governments
all agree that the continent has not remotely reached
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its agricultural potential, the advocated policies for
food security could not be more disparate.
The foundations are financing the extension of the
Green Revolution to the African continent,
emphasizing increased yields and better marketing
of new varieties of seeds. The first allocation of
$150 million goes to the Program for Africa's Seed
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Systems- (PASS) with the following four goals:
developing 100 new crop varieties through
participatory national breeding programs, educating
seed breeders and agricultural scientists in African
universities, making the new varieties available
through public and private marketing networks, and
promoting African agro-dealers to distribute
fertilizers, pesticides and seeds. A Kenyan institute
will monitor progress.
In contrast, in 2002, United Nations Secretary
General Kofi Annan asked, "How can a green
revolution be achieved in Africa?" After more than
a year of study, the expert panel of scientists (from
Brazil, China, Mexico, Nigeria, Uganda, South
Africa, etc.) replied that a green revolution would
not provide food security because of the diverse
types of farming systems across the continent:
There is "no single magic technological bullet. .. for
radically improving African agriculture."' They
also noted the vast diversity of African ecological
zones.

These two types of diversity-in ecological zones
and in farming systems-have been viewed by
outsiders as deterrents to African agricultural
development. But that "development" is defined by
monoculture of one or two crops, requiring massive
amounts of fertilizer and pesticide, and the purchase
of seed. Now highly criticized in the North, this
industrial agriculture has destroyed the top soil
across the Great Plains in the United States and has
created a dead sea in the Gulf of Mexico the size of
the state of Massachusetts, caused by run-off of
chemically-polluted farm water. Although this
approach to food production might feed more
people in the short term, it also quickly destroys
planet earth.
Given this well-documented destruction, what if we
decided that Africa's lack of use of fertilizer is a
sign of sustainable development, not of
backwardness? Africa's use of chemical fertilizers
is extremely low: 9 kilograms per hectare in SubSaharan Africa, compared to 135 kgs per hectare in
East and Southeast Asia, 100 kgs in South Asia, and
an average of 206 kilograms in industrialized
Originating from excess nitrogen
countries. 2
production left over after World War II, massive
use of chemical fertilizers defined industrial
agriculture in the 20th century. Surely for the 21st

century, yields can be increased without such a high
cost of African environmental degradation?
One figure not often quoted among the dark
statistics emerging from the African continent is
that African farmers still retain control over a major
farming input: 80 percent of the seed used for food
crops is saved seed. They do not have to go to the
local seed store every season to buy inputs, with
cash they do not have. They possess a greater
wealth-their indigenous seeds, freely shared and
developed over centuries.
As proposed, the Green Revolution would change
the food base from this treasure of seed to the
necessity to purchase seed each season and would
remove wealth from African farmers, putting cash
into the hands of the corporations providing the
seed. Is there a way of developing new varieties
without further enriching Monsanto or DuPont by
removing genetic wealth from African farmers?
Corporate development of new seed varieties raises
another question.
Will the new varieties be
patented? Or protected by farmers' rights? Who
will own and control the seed? One of the major
reasons for the demise of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) is South country resistance to
patenting of life forms. In 1999, the African Union,
representing all African governments, asked that its
unanimous resolution rejecting any patenting on life
be put on the agenda in the Seattle WTO meeting.
The United States refused the request.
Another source of African wealth derives from
indigenous ecological knowledge, reflecting
centuries of adaptation to the different ecological
zones, that values interspersing different plants to
enrich the soil and deter pests from food crops.
Shade trees are not necessarily in the way of a
plowing tractor, but often allowed to stand
providing wind breaks, medicine for humans,
habitats for biodiverse insect communities, and
food for all.
This wealth of knowledge raises another question:
whether the African continent needs newly
manufactured varieties of food crops, or is the
problem the lack of scientific recognition and
market valuing of what African farmers have
cultivated for centuries? Does the color green in
this Green Revolution favor crops known and
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owned by the North? Currently, food for African
consumption comes from about 2000 different
plants, while the United States food base derives
In semi-arid Botswana
mainly from 15 crops.
during a drought, people shift consumption to about
250 alternative plants, many of which are protected
and not consumed until drought hits.
One example of crops lost to North markets, but not
to Africa, are sorghums and millets, planted in more
hectares than all other food crops combined. As
nutritious as maize is for carbohydrates, vitamin
B6, artd food energy, sorghum is more nutritious in
protein, ash, pantothenic acid, calcium, copper,
iron, phosphorus, isoleucine, and leucine. One of
the most versatile foods in the world, sorghum can
be boiled like rice, or cracked like oats for porridge,
or baked like wheat into flatbreads, or popped like
popcorn for snacks, and brewed for nutritious beer.
In spite of the fact that indigenous knowledge
designed these diverse and rich uses of sorghum,
most contemporary scientists have ignored its
genetic wealth. The National Research Council in
" ... sorghum is a
the United States concludes,
relatively undeveloped crop with a truly remarkable
array of grain types, plant types, and adaptability.
Most of its genetic wealth is so far untapped and
even unsorted. Indeed, sorghum probably has more
undeveloped genetic potential than any other major
food crop in the world." 3
Engaging African scientists to discover the
potentialities of the genetic wealth of sorghum
would assist African food security. In a first
glimpse of foundation expenditures, however, we
see foundation funds directed to the Wambugu
Consortium (founded by Pioneer Hi-Breed, part of
DuPont) for experiments in genetically modified
sorghum. By adding a gene, rather than mining
genetic wealth already in the specie, the sorghum
can be patented and sold at a premium price for
DuPont.
The African continent also uses different
terminology than that of the Green Revolution.
Instead of food security, African voices articulate
the goal of food sovereignty. Food sovereignty
expresses resistance to the idea that food security
can be provided by reliance on global markets,
where price and supply vagaries can be as
capncwus as African weather.
Experiencing
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political manipulation of global markets by the
more powerful, African governments seek to
control decisions about food sources, considering
such choices as vital to national security.
As advocated in many international forums, African
governments desire to defend local, small-scale
farmers from highly subsidized farmers in the
United States or Europe. Most all of Africa (South
Africa a notable exception) has the majority of their
populations still living in rural areas and still
deriving their incomes from farming. Dislocation
of farmers to consolidate land for high tech, Green
Revolution farming is as serious a threat as
chemical pollution of the environment. Should the
green wealth of ecological and farming knowledge
among local small-scale farmers be destroyed for
the cash wealth of much fewer large-scale farmers
buying all their inputs from foreign corporations?
Each African government will answer the above
questions about a Green Revolution differently.
The diversity of policies matches the diversity of
the continent. Yet they all reject patenting of life
forms and strive to attain food sovereignty. High
tech answers to Africa's ·food crises are no answers
at all, if they pollute the environment with
fertilizers and pesticides, destroy small-scale
farming, and transform the genetic wealth of the
continent into cash profits for a few corporations.
Carol B. Thompson is an active member of ACAS,
a Professor of Political Economy at Northern
Arizona University, and author, with Andrew
Mushita of the recently released, Biopiracy of
Biodiversity- International Exchange as Enclosure,
Africa World Press, 2007.
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Advertising Colonialism, or the Day I Cut Up My AMEX card
William G. Martin
Snip, snip, snip, and my American Express card
was gone. How did this happen? It all started by
raising in class a question that should make any
teacher despair: when will we ever escape the
legacy of racist, colonial stereotypes?
It clearly isn't today, to judge by the new "Red"
campaign championing the fight against AIDS
(www.joinred.com).
Sparkling with superstar
models like Brazilian Gisele Bundchen and
celebrities from Leonardo DiCaprio, Chris Rock, to
Mary J. Blige, "Red" advertisements offer
consumers the chance to fight AIDS in their
everyday lives. Buy special Red products from the
Gap, Armani Exchange, Motorola, Apple, and
Converse--and even better use your special red
American Express card--and with every purchase a
donation goes to the fight against AIDS. What
could be better? Shop until you drop, and they get a
drop!
And the Images and celebrities are breathless:
picture Gisele posed in a red dress split down the
thigh, with her hand on the thigh of her new best
friend, Maasai warrior Keseme Ole Parsapaet
(http://www .americanexpress.com/pes/uk/benefits/r
ed/microsi telswf/features/features2/ gallery/main/A
mexRED800x600.jpg). Gisele, we are told, is very
excited: "Now it doesn't make you feel so guilty
about spending your money!" Spending has never
been so racy and sexy-which perhaps explains
why no African model was chosen for this task.
It is hard to escape Red's missionary positioning
towards Africa: we foreigners can help those poor
Africans. And not just any African will do, make
sure you get a properly noble, timeless and tribal
one, preferably a Maasai or Zulu warrior, and
certainly not any modern or urban African. Still we
should be thankful for small mercies: at least these
aren't the minstrel images of the September 21,
2006 cover of Britain's Independent newspaper.
There in all her mysterious glory was Kate Mossnaked and fully blackened in a special red issue
dedicated to African women.

Notably absent are the usual images of starving or
dying African children. This is intentional; Red
promoters assure us they want to break with past
charity appeals. As Gisele tells us, this campaign is
full of happy images. Or as the Gap says on its Red
website, "this isn't charity but a new way of doing
business." But even this isn't new, as anyone
familiar with the world's greatest proponent and
practitioner of colonial rule, Britain's Lord Lugard
(1858-1945), knows very well. Lugard was famous
for his dual mandate thesis, which openly stated
that it was Europe ' s duty to exploit Africa's
untapped resources for the economic benefit of the
civilized world as well as for "native" Africans. In
today's bling-bling, cosmopolitan world, the dictum
is only slightly recast: the more you spend, the
greater the corporate profit and the more funds to
help those poor Africans.
It is, as the MBA
consultants define it, a "win-win" situation.
Certainly there is no conflict between overconsumption in the North and colonialism, cheap
wages and cheap exports from the poor South.
Indeed this is a perfect campaign for the neo-liberal
age: leave Africa to the private sector, private
donations, and the tender ministrations of the
market. Today's Anglo-American consortium thus
looks very different on the surface, led not by
Lugards and Teddy Roosevelts, but devised and
pushed along by the assuredly well-intentioned
likes of Gates, Bono, and Californian politician
Bobby Shriver, a Kennedy family connection.
For most of the twentieth century Africans
remained a source of inspiration for those in Europe
and the Americas who opposed colonialism and
apartheid, and struggled for human rights and selfdetermination-and the color red stood for
revolution. The encounter with Red stands this past
on its head. When presented with these images my
undergraduate students grappled with and debated
them: should support for people with AIDS be
accepted in spite of such images of African men
and women? Was the need so great, the alternatives
so poor? In the end they voted: a strong majority
dictated that the Professor cut up his American
Express card-and replace the lost donation by a
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direct contribution to a responsible AIDS
organization (in this case South Africa's Treatment
Action Campaign (www.tac.org.za/usdonors.html)).
Better yet still would be Red campaigners
mobilizing for the cancellation of Africa's debt and-can we even mention it?-- reparations for the riches
that flowed to Europe and America from a century

of Western colonialism and apartheid. This would
require no shopping and could, quite possibly, offer
African AID organizations more than simply a drop
of aid controlled by the West.
William Martin teaches at Binghamton University,
Elmira Correctional Facility, and is a past-Co-Chair
of the Association of Concerned Africa Scholars.

Is Democracy Bad for Business in Kenya?

Pamela Inoti and Jesse Benjamin
Kenya provides a remarkably clear view of
American policies towards African countries. Over
much of the last decade and a half, Kenya has not
received a great deal of serious or sustained
attention from senior American policymakers.
Largely because of endemic corruption, serious
human rights violations and a difficult transition to
democratic rule starting in 1992, Kenya was treated
very warily by American officials. Kenya was a
country to be quietly recognized and courted to
achieve specific U.S. foreign policy objectives, but
not a country to be fully embraced and brought into
America's inner circle of new African partners.
Despite the US's tepid approach toward the Kenya
Government over the last 15 years and its accurate
criticism of the government's human rights record,
a closer look reveals the contrasting US policies
toward Kenya during the dictatorial Moi regime
2002] and subsequent electorally
[1978
democratic Kibaki government [2002 -].
The Contradiction
During his tenure, the US worked hard to suppress
Moi's dictatorial image, and collaborated on joint
military ventures, first within a Cold Was
framework and more recently under the guise of
fighting terrorism. The US also hailed Moi as a
peace negotiator and senior statesman in Africa.
Reagan, Bush Sr., and Clinton generally ignored the
assassination of his rivals, gross human rights
abuses against the populace, and even the ethnic
cleansing campaigns fomented to forestall multiparty politics in the early 1990s. However, this
close and cordial relationship changed after 2002,
with the democratic election of President Kibaki,
upsetting the order of things in this once trusted
relationship of power and privilege. Relations
between Kenya and the US have now soured to the
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extent that, among other things, the US has issued a
travel warning for Kenya, in 2005, which has
continually been reinforced to date. This is a good
of
Washington's
contradictory
illustration
relationship with Nairobi between old and new
governments there.
While some members of Kenya's government deny
this is a form of political retribution for limitations
placed on US military presence and maneuvers in
Kenya, others openly see it as a punishment meant
to hurt the tourism industry, Kenya ' s largest sector,
and also curtail student exchange and study abroad,
another large and established industry. When asked
at a recent Atlanta conference on the Kenyan
Diaspora [3-24-07], Kenya's Ambassador to the
US, the Hon. Ogego downplayed the travel warning
and its effects on tourism and study abroad. This,
even as host institution Kennesaw State University
signed a partnership agreement with Kenyatta
University for student and faculty exchange it will
now be hampered from operationalizing because of
a recent Georgia State law prohibiting study abroad
to countries on the warning list. Perhaps this was
the Ambassador's personal take, or the effects of
his location in Washington DC, because the
minister for Finance and other members of Kenya's
government delegation to the conference generally
agreed about the serious nature of the warning and
its punitive impact on Kenya's economy. The
travel warning essentially puts Kenya on a plane
with Iraq and Columbia, and seems to many
observers to be a form of leverage intended to push
for US policies in the Kenyan sphere.
How did this state of affairs come to be, and what
was the status quo of US/Kenya relations under
Moi? Kenya has been America's most stable and
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reliable partner in the Greater Hom of Africa: More
importantly, it has served as a regional platform for
advancing important U.S. bilateral and multilateral
interests. Without the use of Kenya's airports and
the harbor at Mombasa, the United States would not
have been able to provide famine relief to drought
ravished Somalia between 1988 and 1993, nor
massive emergency and humanitarian assistance to
hundreds of thousands of Hutu refugees in the
eastern Congo and western Tanzania after the
Rwandan genocide of 1994. fu addition, Kenya has
been the principal base for Operation Lifeline
Sudan, the UN-run and US-supported relief
program that feeds thousands of people in war tom
Southern Sudan. On the political side, Kenya has
been the principal mediator in the US-backed effort
to find a peaceful solution to the twenty-year-old
conflict in southern Sudan, a leader in the effort to
stop the illegal cross-border arms trade in Africa,
and the only meaningful facilitator of peace talks
among Somalia's disputatious warlords.
During the Moi regime, Kenya was applauded by
the US Government as a stable and democratic
country, a beacon to be emulated in the region. This
was despite the largely known 'public secret' of
human rights abuse and torture that was rampant in
the Moi government. Late in his tenure, Moi' s
government responded to calls for political
liberalization and the rule of law with a
combination of recalcitrance and heavy-handed
brutality, all the while making empty promises to
bring about change. With the introduction of
multiparty politics in the early 1990's, the Moi
government continued to consolidate its position
through overt harassment and intimidation of the
political opposition, the independent media, human
rights groups, and ethnic groups perceived to
support the opposition. The government also
exercised control over key institutions, particularly
the judiciary and the treasury, in order to reward
government supporters and to punish critics. Other
endemic human rights problems included dismal
prison conditions, abuses against street children,
and police brutality. There was a lack of academic
freedom, and Kenya's institutions of higher
learning were a target of police intimidation.
(Human Rights Watch)
These instances clearly portray the irony and
contradiction in what the US government views as
democracy. This is a destructive US government

failure to speak against what it preached in other
developing countries. It's thus interesting how the
US chose to let this go unnoticed despite internal
and external pressures for change. This can be read
as having the Moi government dance to the tunes of
the US Government as it used Kenya in the
expansion of its African interests.

The Ambassadors
However, we can't fail to look into Smith
Hempstone's controversial tenure in Kenya during
this period. The former Washington Times editor
was appointed President Bush's (sr.) ambassador to
Kenya days after the fall of the Berlin Wall. With
an unexpected enthusiasm for political reform that
far outweighed his regard for diplomatic niceties, he
embarked on a personal crusade to prod Moi to
reform Kenya's corrupt one-party system. Brushing
diplomacy aside, he criticized the Moi government
and helped pave way the way for multiparty
democracy.
Ambassador Hempstone
also
pushed the
government to investigate the strange death of
foreign affairs minister, Dr. Robert Ouko. [Ouko
had been perhaps Kenya 's most popular politician,
and was murdered after traveling to the US and
disclosing concerns about government corruption.
His murder was called a suicide by the government,
even though the Scotland Yard investigation
showed that to be obviously false, in that he had
been shot, burned, dismembered and tortured.
Needless to say, this murder/conspiracy and cover
up only furthered the climate offear in the country.]
Hempstone insisted that the risk of having any
information leading towards Dr. Ouko's death
hindered the unveiling of the ghastly murder and
how the unfinished investigations hampered by top
government officials were the solutions to the
murder. (Odhiambo and Cohen 2004) This resulted
in a lawsuit filed against Mr. Smith by Moi and his
powerful cabinet minister Nicolas Biwott, the self
declared 'Total Man,' and finally the expulsion of
the ambassador from Nairobi.
Having taken a lead role in rhetorically supporting
human rights, and the movement toward multiparty
democracy during the tenure of Ambassador Smith
Hempstone until 1993, it was then that U.S.
influence in the democratization process diminished
significantly under his successor Ambassador
Aurelia Brazeal. Things returned to politics as
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normal, after the brief Hempstone interlude, and the
US again blindly supported or stood by its loyal ally
in East Africa. [Whereas US support for Mobutu in
nearby Zaire/Congo was seen by many on the world
stage for what it was, few observers saw the US of
Moi in the same light, unless they were closely
aware of East African politics.] The Clinton ·
administration's response to the systematic
violations of the Moi government varied depending
on the importance accorded to human rights by the
ambassador at the time, underlying the lack of a
consistent policy commitment to human rights.
During Ambassador Brazeal's tenure, the U.S.
became less outspoken on human rights and
appeared unwilling to take the lead to press for
multilateral donor action, even while governmentsponsored ethnic violence escalated.
This position has notably changed since ambassador
Prudence Bushnell took office in September 1996.
In the next year and a half, the U.S. adopted a
conspicuously firmer public stand on human rights
in both bilateral and multilateral settings. The
Embassy in Kenya and the State Department issued
strongly-worded
statements
condemning
government repression, police brutality and election
irregularities. In August 1997, Ambassador
Prudence Bushnell stated unequivocally that "the
U.S. will not be a silent witness to human rights
abuses." In February 1998, during his visit to Kenya
as special presidential envoy for promoting
democracy in Africa, the Rev. Jesse Jackson spoke
out strongly about ethnic violence in the Rift
Valley, supported civil society and endorsed the
legitimacy of the political opposition.
It may be of interest to point out that in his early
days in power, President Clinton stated that
America had no policy towards Africa.
The
policies that existed at the time, he argued, focused
mainly on specific countries. (Adar G. Korwa) In
seeking to create such a policy President Clinton's
made the historic African tour in which Kenya, then
under President Moi, was conspicuously skipped
from the list of countries visited. However, neither
was Kenya, under a democratically elected
President Kibaki, on President Bush's Africa
itinerary in July, 2003 . Yet Kenya, under its two
leaders' contrasting rules exemplifies the diverging
trajectories shaping the African continent today.
There are still the old guard leaders who feel it's
their birth right to be in life-long power. They cling
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to the seat with a tenacious grip and sway the
constitution at their will to suit their selfish
intentions. The irony is that, with rare exceptions,
the Western world either worships them, or at least
continues to operate through them as local puppets
and allies. Whereas the West can be vocal in
criticizing their undemocratic rule, in the same
breath they adore them because they dance at their
·
feet.
The US, and to a lesser extent Britain, utilized
Kenyan soil under Moi' s rule to offer military
training grounds for the Kenyan military, while
freely and openly pursuing its own regional and
geo-political interests through Kenyan land, water
and airspace. The United States does not possess its
own military bases in most of Africa, but relies on
the agreement of African governments to use local
bases and other military facilities in times of need.
Daniel Volman's article in this issue addresses
some of the ways in which this is now changing,
under the aegis of the so-called "War in Terror."
Kenya was among the countries that had concluded
a formal agreement with Washington for the use of
local military facilities is Kenya, which signed an
agreement in February 1980. The Kenyan
agreement allows U.S. troops to use the strategic
Indian Ocean port of Mombasa, as well as airfields
at Embakasi and Nanyuki. These facilities were
used to support the American military intervention
in Somalia in 1992-1994, and have been used to
support forces from the United States and other
'coalition' forces involved in counter-terrorism
operations. However, the Kibaki government has
adopted a less interested stance regarding the
formal agreement, which seems to be dwindling.
Moi visited the White House at President Clinton's
invitation in February 2000, for a brief meeting held
on the sidelines of the National Summit on Africa
taking place in Washington. While many observers
found it a chilling sight to witness Moi as an
honored guest in these proceedings and being feted
in the American press, this was in accord with
White House prerogatives. During their meeting,
President Clinton said "he appreciated Kenya's
position as a stable country in a region of turmoil."
Noting that he was aware of the tremendous
progress in economic and political reforms in
Kenya, Mr. Clinton assured President Moi of
America's support. He expressed the hope that the
Bretton Woods institutions would restore both
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economic and financial cooperation with Kenya in
light of its positive economic and political reforms.
President Clinton said after his retirement that he
would like to continue his contacts with President
Moi, whom he described as an 'authority' on
Africa." (Daily Nation) This has been achieved with
the current partnership of the Moi and Clinton
Foundations to combat the HIV epidemic in Kenya.
In the first year of his presidency, Kibaki visited the
White House at the invitation of President Bush,
where Bush emphasized that "Kenya is an example
to all of Africa, and a respected partner of
America." This praise however didn't last for long
before criticism of the democratic Kibaki rule by
the Bush administration was voiced. This could
have been a result of the refusal of Kibaki to accept
all the conditions imposed by the American
government and which tended to undermine
Kenya's sovereignty. For instance, Kibaki refused
the creation of an American Naval Base at the
Coast and further denied the use of training grounds
i~ Laikipia which would have caused environmental
hazards by harmful residue left buried in the
ground. Kibaki's more balanced and pro-Kenya
policies have ensured that while generally
supporting the US war on terrorism, his government
also wishes to maintain a neutral stance regarding
American invasions of countries purported to
harbor terrorists.
For the United States, Kenya is changing, and as it
evolves and becomes more democratic, the United
States also faces a number of serious challenges in
maintaining its pre-existing strong relations with
Kenya. Failure to meet these challenges could
undermine the residual confidence and friendship
that Kenyan leaders have shown the United States
and the political and military ties that have helped
advance U.S. policy objectives in the region. It is
important that the United Sates not take Kenya's
friendship and partnership for granted. The United
States must nurture its relationship with the Kibaki
government, and realize that the ways of old, the
days of dictators, fear and proxy are now gone,
hopefully forever.
So what remains for the relations between the two
countries? Is continuing the relationship in any way
worthwhile for Kenya? Since being a practicing
democracy has denied Kenya its rightful place in
the global field, should Kenya therefore forfeit

cordial US relations which have long demonstrated
a preference for doing business with dictators?
With the more fully democratic Kibaki government
in power, a resurgent and vibrant civil society, a
strong political opposition and a sophisticated
media, Kenyans will no longer quickly follow the
American lead and accept American views with the
same unquestioned loyalty and support of previous
years. President Kibaki 's government will have to
work hard to bring political leaders and public
opinion into line with the country's traditionally
strong pro-American policies. America will have to
work even harder to convince Kenyans and the
Kenyan government about the rightness and
efficacy of those policies.
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Rethinking Leadership as a Critical National Resource in Africa
Dr. Eric Masinde Aseka
Introduction
Africa has been in a leadership crisis for many
decades. Whereas there are emerging a number of
leadership training institutes and schools, their
programs focus largely on the business world,
education and the military. As such, the nature of
the leadership problem keeps changing, but there is
no school of political leadership whether
intellectual or practical that directly targets this
critical problem in Africa's development.

During the Cold War, Africa became the favorite
playground of the superpowers and this produced a
different brand of leadership, which only
aggravated the crisis. In this era, the dictators of
Africa and their partners in the West were involved
in the continued destruction of African lives and
property in an era in which their violations of
human rights were overlooked in the name of
keeping vital ideological allies against communism
(See Sunwabe, 2002). These dictatorial leaders put
the political and economic interests of their masters
above those of the people they were supposed to
work for and protect their national interests.
Africa's leadership crisis affects the economy, and
the welfare of the private/business sector is
adversely undermined by it. Private sector
development is crucial to sustainable development.
It takes a combination of economic and institutional
reforms to persuade the private sector to be more
active. Good policies can produce an agile and
vibrant private sector (Fawzy, 1998).
Private-sector growth requires a stable political
environment coupled with sensible policies and, of
course, good governance. These have been and
continue to be in short supply in most African
countries because of bad leadership.
Good
leadership has come to be accepted as a critical
success factor in improving governance and better
development outcomes. Yet, there is considerable
debate about what constitutes good leadership.
Good leadership has two dimensions; a moral
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dimension, enjoining leaders to do the right thing,
the right way, for the right reason, and, an
effectiveness
dimension
that is technical
competence (Ciulla, 2006). Political leadership
needs to be seen as a lifestyle of commitment to
public service and there is need for a thorough
political economy of leadership which goes beyond
the behavioral political economy currently in
vogue. The latter is a political economy which
merely studies leadership behavior. There is need
for a political economy which adequately
problematizes and addresses leadership, taking the
subject beyond the mere call for the creation of a
unified leadership theory. This is a theory that
combines the insights of the transactional and the
transformational schools of leadership theory which
are the dominant theories in the contemporary
historiography of leadership. It gives us an
approach which does not enable us to delve deeper
into profounder questions of the social
responsibilities that would enable us to view
leadership as capital. This paper therefore
emphasizes the strategic role leadership ought to
play in Africa if it is viewed as capital it its various
forms.
Leadership as capital
How well a person leads depends on his or her
leadership capital. This capital comprises
competencies that make one ' s leadership effective.
Leadership capital is the term used in the ideal
leadership model for the six competencies that
constitute the leader's ability to direct an
organization forward in a positive direction.
According to this perspective, failures in leadership
are the result of anti-leadership, or the opposite
extreme of the leadership capital elements. The
ideal leader is one who has the right balance in all
the six competencies and continues to increase this
capital. According to Pink (2002) the six critical
competencies needed for organizations to thrive in
the future are listed as:
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•
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•

Design-the need to develop and design
innovative and fresh ideas
Story-the
need
for
organizational
storytelling which can impart values to new
employees
and
inspire
people to
accomplish extraordinary goals.
Symphony- the need for a synthesis of
ideas rather than an analysis. Overall,
synthesis is about seeing the big picture.
Empathy- the need for empathy in order to
cultivate strong bonds and relationships that
make a big difference when an organization
experiences major challenges or significant
changes. Empathy is also said to have an
effect on retention and customer loyalty
Play-the need for creativity, innovation, and
humor. These are said to go together in
fostering playful attitudes that can result in
better ideas.
Meaning-the need to find meaning that is
important in making a positive difference

In the historiography of ideal leadership, these
competencies are variously described. Some list
these attributes as creative competencies which
include paying attention, personalizing, imaging,
serious play, collaborative inquiry and crafting
while others relate them to the question of
emotional intelligence.
Social capital and the responsibility of
leadership
The question of leadership capital is also linkable to
the concept of social capital and it refers to the
resources of networks, norms or shared values, and
trust to which individuals have access as
community members. Social capital is both an
individual and a community asset (Balatti and Falk
2002). Leaders in Africa are the individuals who
can draw on these tangible and intangible resources
and relationships to enhance life opportunities.
Such individuals need to be trained against a
background of sufficient perception of the value of
social and human capital in development, and figure
out how leadership is linked to these - in itself
constituting leadership capital or political capital.

Leaders in Africa ought to view themselves as
agents of change within their nations and
communities in which a new national culture and a
new national character emerges characterized by
attributes of trustworthiness, reciprocity and

morally obligated social networks. These require
being cultivated as a strong societal foundation for a
new ethical transformational order in Africa's
public spheres. It is foolhardy for leaders to act
oblivious of the need to tap into Africa's rich
repertoire of social capital. This is a capital whose
conception
encompasses
all
those
social
relationships that help people to get along with each
other in society enabling them to act more
effectively than they could as isolated individuals.
That is why I describe leadership as a shared
business because it involves interaction between the
leader, the followers and the concrete situation in
which that leadership is. exercised (cf Hughes,
Ginnett and Curphy, 2006). In view of this, patterns
of social organization, especially trust, mutuality,
and reciprocity, are seen as important resources,
which can result in benefits to individuals, groups,
and society, and there is a leadership function in all
these.
Social capital as a public policy tool
Public policy has a relationship with the rule oflaw,
yet globalization is forcing some changes in this
relation faced with a growing republicanization of
America as rooted in efforts by conservative forces
to roll back civil rights and its sponsorship of antiterrorist bills abroad. Indeed Republicans have
succeeded in monopolizing and manipulating the
discourse on cultural and moral "values" (Zeleza,
2005). Globalization has contributed to the
declining hegemony of constitutionalist ideas
among political elites and the demand for a tight
security architecture on African countries through
the enactment of these anti-terrorist bills is a big
challenge to African leaders not only in the sphere
of public policy but also in the practice of
constitutionalism. As it has been pointed out, the
primary marker of the changes in the geopolitics of
security is the increased abilities of national
executives to use the cover of international law to
undermine domestic constitutions at home. As
Scheppele points out, it is obvious that international
human rights law provided a major support system
for the development of constitutionalism around the
world (Scheppele, 2006). For him, the global
human rights movement had given key domestic
constituencies within a variety of countries power
in domestic constitution-making processes to ensure
a prominent place for rights and rights protection.
In view of · the anti -terrorism campaign, the new
international public law seems primarily to provide
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the conditions for undermining domestic
constitutional law, particularly its concern for
balanced and checked constitutional powers, for
human rights and for due process (Scheppele,
2006).
In exploring the resource dimensions of leadership,
it is pertinent to point out that there is a link
between social capital and human capital, and
leaders in Africa need to evaluate their countries '
social capital to inform their policy development
options. It is possible that social capital may be an
important but underestimated component in the
policy processes of African countries. However, in
combination with other human and fmancial
resources, social capital has the potential of
significantly influencing social, economic, and
political participation in policy and political
processes. National leaders in Africa who are
involved in formulation of government policies and
programs must be made to realize that the policies
they formulate inevitably affect patterns of social
capital for the better or worse.

Nevertheless it is pertinent to point out that social
capital has particularly important implications for
three key areas of public policy: helping
populations at risk of social exclusion, and there are
many such populations in Africa, supporting key
transiTions,
including
political
life-course
transitions,
and
promoting
community
development. Education and training are the most
important investments in human capital and,
therefore, leadership training is part of the process
of developing Africa's human capital. The skills
and knowledge embodied in an individual can be
defmed as human capital. All individuals attain a
certain stock of human capital and this level is
primarily influenced by education and training in
human capital in a configuration of training whose
products and whose manner of work increases
productivity (cf. Flori des, 2007). The relationship
between several widely used forms of social capital
may be characterized in varied ways. Nonetheless,
the phenomenon of social capital bears a strong
linkage with the social component of human capital.
Educated leadership is part of what may be termed
as intellectual capital. Good leadership therefore
spearheads the formation and nurture of intellectual
capital bases as part of development intervention
and practice. It is clear that bad policies pursued by
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leaders in Africa have pushed out a great deal of
intellectual capital, that capital which is supposed to
be the motor that drives professional services.
Thandika Mkandawire presents sobering reflections
on Africa's challenges of economic development in
general and capacity building in particular, which
forms the necessary backdrop to the story of
Africa's "brain drain" to the North. Africa's
infrastructural base and human capital formation
which were deemed to be fragile at the beginning of
adjustment have even deteriorated further under a
neo-liberal policy regime throughout the so-called
structural adjustment period. It is clear that Africa's
capacity for managing the crisis has been further
eroded through massive brain drain and
demoralized civil service caused by sharply
declining real wages, massive retrenchment,
incessant vilification for corruption and insensitive
denigration of its competence by peripatetic
"experts"
on
"capacity-building"
rrusswns
(Mkandawire and Soludo, 2003).
Apart from seeing books as constituting an
important part of the social and cultural of society,
libraries are the banks where this capital is
conserved, Zeleza decries conflicts on the continent
stating that conflicts exact a heavy toll on society,
the economy, and the environment, both directly
and indirectly through deaths and injuries, sexual
crimes and intimidation, population dislocations
within and across national borders. They cause
monumental damage to human and physical capital
thereby undermining production and causing
economic stagnation, insecurity and distortion of
state expenditures. They also engender disruptions
of societal networks and the fragile social capital of
trust and interpersonal associations and inter-group
interactions. Needless to mention, they cause
devastation to the ecosystem, agricultural lands and
wildlife, the destruction of society' s material and
mechanical infrastructures and trigger the outflow
of resources including "capital flight" and "brain
drain," the proliferation of pathological and selfdestructive behaviors, and the deterioration in the
aesthetic quality of life (Zeleza, 2005). This is
unfortunate given that the central premise of social
capital is that social networks have value.
The power of social capital rests in the fact that it is
one of the most powerful predictors of outcomes for
individuals and communities. Social capital can be
a useful tool for transformational public policy.
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There is need for an awareness of the dangers of
unequal access to positive social capital and the risk
that social exclusion and disadvantage will result in
when there is an erosion of social capital (cf
Bostrom 2002). African leaders need to make an
attempt to operationalize social capital. Social
capital networks can contribute to producing
welfare in a multiplicity of forms, e.g. health,
income security, protection from crime, etc. To
make steady progress in the direction of social
transformation, there is need to bother with the
question of the social character of the
democratization process given that some of the
liberal assumptions articulated and tenaciously
upheld by opposition leaders and political activists
in Africa in the long run water down the substance
of democracy.
James Coleman distinguishes social capital from
three other forms of capital: financial, physical, and
human. Monetary wealth comprises financial
capital while physical capital entails tools,
machinery, and other productive equipment. Human
capital is made up of people in the production
process. Social capital is in the relationship among
persons involved in the production process. It
functions as those aspects of social structure
valuable to entrepreneurs who can use them as
resources to realize their interests (Coleman 1990,
305). The production domain is where the liberal
conception of total quality management has had its
greatest focus . Leadership is also critical to the socalled total quality management (TQM) . This
quality movement today represents a significant
paradigm shift in company cultures and business
operations without junking the philosophy of
rugged individualism which pervades the Western
philosophic tradition (Aseka, 2005).
Coleman's four forms of capital are in a way related
to each other. It makes sense to argue that
entrepreneurs turn fmancial capital into physical
capital in the forms of tools and buildings. They
link it to human capital formation by recruiting or
training people with the knowledge and skills
required in production. They convert it into social
capital by investing in the design of obligations and
expectations, responsibility and authority, and
norms and sanctions among the people within the
organization in order to achieve effectiveness and
efficiency (Coleman 1990, 313). Whereas the
nomenclature characterizing the TQM based

discourses deploy concepts such as social capital
and training, advanced human capital and staffing
solutions, VISionary leadership and change
management and so on, it is telling to note that as
Shivji says, globalization expresses itself in Africa
as neo-liberalism and all these are part of the neeliberal baggage. Neo-liberalism represents a set of
policies around stabilization of monetary and fiscal
fundamentals on the one hand, and marketisation,
liberalisation and privatisation of the economy, on
the other. The failures of earlier SAPs and their
unrelenting critique by African intellectuals saw
some modification of the programs in the 1990s
(Shivji, 2005).
As this paper shows, there is need to problematize
leadership and begin to highlight its social
responsibilities that should be actualized in every
arena of life. Taking responsibility for social justice
brings to mind the critical issue of the mandate of
leadership. Therefore, leadership is a social
imperative that requires to be exercised by
individuals from all walks of life with a
commitment to a social cause. It calls for sacrifices
and selflessness which make it appear as a form of
servant leadership. It is based on loyalty and
respect for the system and people it serves and is
driven by long term vision and not immediate
opportunistic returns which seem to inspire many
leaders in Africa. Its purpose is to foster respect,
evolution, growth, global and national social
consciousness, ethics and social responsibility.
Leadership is a developmental process that requires
training.
This kind of leadership needs to be explained
engrossingly in terms of a more engaging political
economy. In The Modem Prince: The Political
Party Antonio Gramsci says that the decisive
element in every situation is the force , permanently
organized and pre-ordered over a long period,
which can be advanced when one judges that the
situation is favorable (and it is favorable only to the
extent to which such a force exists and is full of
fighting ardor). In view of this, it would, therefore,
appear that the essential task in building an
emancipatory agenda through whose programs
leadership will demonstrate the potential to
empower and transform societies is that of paying
systematic and patient attention to forming and
developing this force (the politically committed
cadre of leadership) and rendering it ever more
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homogenous, compact, conscious of itself
(Gramsci, 1959). Gramsci's discourse lays great
stress on the role of human consciousness, and of
political leadership in such emancipation and social
transformation.

the irregular troops' of the revolution. Critical for
this was the question of building the party
politically.

Moreover, Leon Trotsky stated that in reality
leadership is not at all a mere "reflection" of a class
or the product of its own free creativeness. A
leadership is shaped in the process of clashes of
interests between the different social categories or
the friction between the different layers within a
given social category. Having once arisen, the
leadership invariably rises above its class and
thereby becomes pre-disposed to the pressure and
influence of other classes (http://www.marxist.net/
trotsky/cpl/) . The masses may "tolerate" for a long
time a leadership that has already suffered a
complete inner degeneration but has not as yet had
the opportunity to express this degeneration amid
great events. As such, for Trotsky, the vital
mainspring in the mechanism of the party is its
leadership. The role and the responsibility of the
leadership in a ground-breaking epoch of change is
colossal. Political Leadership in the crucial
moments of historical turns can become just as
decisive a factor as is the role of the chief command
during the critical moments of war. For him, history
is not an automatic process. Otherwise, why would
there be need for leaders, parties, programs? Why
would
there
be
theoretical
struggles?
(http://www.marxist.net/trotsky/cplQ.

The language of political construction of parties, to
reflect a high sense of purpose and discipline
though desirable for creating well-ordered societies
through focused organs of change, is hardly an ideal
spoken of in liberal democracy. A party should not
be just a product of opportunistic formulation as a
plethora of the parties dotting the political arena in
Africa today are. In a serious national project of
social transformation, political and organizational
questions therefore cannot be separated. It is part of
a social movement and such a movement to gain
popular sovereignty must do away with the
authoritarianism of party leadership which tends to
foster a veneer of monolithism and political
intolerance. Leadership is central to social
transformation because a political struggle cannot
be conducted without a leadership. This is a
leadership which respects its constituency and does
not abuse its authority. It is a leadership which
values discipline and legitimate exercise of
authority and is committed to the cultivation of
national consciousness in citizens and sharpening
their political insights in leading the nation to
develop to new heights of social awareness.
Enforcing the need for organization and discipline
in Africa's political parties may be a way of
redeeming leadership as a transformational national
resource.

Africa needs a leadership that is enamored with a
commitment to a social cause to bring about
positive change in society and serve that cause even
if by one's life rather than one's position. Such a
leadership is a national resource in the light of the
preceding discussion. For both Trotsky and
Vladimir Lenin, knowing that opportunism is tied to
the existing structures of power, that is why
opportunists abhor theory, for theory insists on an
understanding of each problem in terms of the allround development of society. In the now
"unfashionable" Marxist political economy, praxis
is a criterion of theory. Therefrom, in a materialist
conception of leadership, Lenin emphasized
organizational discipline and indeed there is hardly
any discipline worth talking about in African
political parties today. The essence of discipline
was derived precisely from the necessity for
training a contingent which will not be 'over-run' by

As pointed out earlier, social capital is a public
policy tool. A very important component of public
policy is social policy. Africa seems to have a
problem in the realm of social policy in view of
problems besetting the public realm such as
tribalism and cultural bigotry. From a development
perspective, the goal of social policy is to promote
universal social protection and equity. Social policy
may be looked at as public policies and institutions
that aim to protect Citizens from social
contingencies and poverty, and ultimately to enable
them to strive for their own life goals. During the
past three decades, such a view has been
marginalized by policy approaches that emphasize
safety nets and the targeting of vulnerable groups.
The world of suffering people looks to us for
leadership. According to Thandika Mkandawire
(2000), the critical lack of Gramscian "organic
intellectuals" in Africa meant a steep learning curve
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whereby governments left the thinking, planning,
experimenting, and therefore, learning to foreign
institutions. External influences have therefore had
a disproportionate impact on thought and action in
Africa, and the continent was virtually unable to
reproduce its own ideas and knowledge systems. As
the ageing national political and intellectual
leadership in Africa approaches retirement, the
generation of the "Age of Complexity," of the socalled dot-corns will have a lot more to digest in
terms of ideas in order to respond to the pressing
problems of our time and make the future an
acceptable and livable one (Hameso, 2006).
Political leaders and intellectual activists of the
decolonization era were not only political thinkers
but also knowledgeable commentators on art and
culture, on science and philosophy, on history and
technology, At independence, they were an
important component of Africa's intellectual
capital. Mwalimu Nyerere wrote beautiful shairi
(poems) and translated Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
into Kiswahili. Just before he died, he completed
the translation of Plato's Republic into Kiswahili.
This 'insurrection of ideas' was world-wide, but it is
important to recall for the benefit of young citizens
and modem-day market-driven institutional
transformers at African universities, that the
university, particularly Dar-es-Salaam, was the
African hotbed of this intellectual ferment (Shivji,
2001).
It is worth noting that Yash Tandon says the

ideology of globalization is the ideology of the free
market. What the "free market" ideology does for
the West where the locomotive of globalization is
situated are three things. First, it masks the reality
of the western hegemony designated as the new
imperial empire. The second function that the
ideology of the free market does is to mask the real
causes of the periodic crises to which the capitalist
system is prone. For the market ideologists, every
crisis is either a "cyclic crisis" and therefore
temporary, or a "market failure" and hence
remediable by a few "policy adjustments" here and
there. It is never a "systemic crisis". The third
function of the free market ideology is that it
transfers blame on those that "interfere" with the
market. As Tandon (nd) puts it, it has become one
of the policy planks of Bretton Woods Institutions'
economists to argue that the crisis in Africa is
authored by its own rulers. Once the victims are

blamed as authors of their own misery, the guilt is
transferred from the rulers to the ruled, and the
latter can be brought to "discipline" so that they do
not make mistakes again, on pain of sanctions, or
worse, isolation and banishment from the order of
"civilized" communities (Tandon, nd). The root of
Africa's predicament lies in its extreme
vulnerability to Imperial dictation. This, in tum, is a
product of four factors:
a) The material reality of Africa;
b) The psychological architecture of African
leadership, or what Frantz Fanon called, the
"pitfalls of national consciousness";
c) The strategic interventions of the Empire every
time Africa talks about "self reliance"; and
d) The mainstream African academia and
intellectual workers as the ideological agents of the
Empire.
As Shivji clearly puts it, the struggle for democracy
is primarily a political struggle on the form of
governance, thus involving the reconstitution of the
state. No one claims what democracy means in its
Greek popular practice: how the struggle for it
should aim at social emancipation. Unfortunately,
the locus of debate is located on the terrain of
political liberalism which actually trivializes
democracy. Liberal democracy does not create
conditions for the emancipatory project since it is
conjoined with liberal marketism which enthrones
the market. Privatization and liberalization is mere
enthronement of the market and the market logic
has no emancipatory motif within it. It is a logic
which allocates value to the powerful (Aseka,
2005). These points are important to emphasize in
light of the hegemony of neo-liberal discourse
which tends to emasculate democracy of its social
and historical dimensions and present it as an
ultimate nirvana; yet political liberalism is coupled
with a fetishization of the market which brings
about imrniseration of African citizens in an arena
filled with profiteers, syndicateers and racketeers.
That is why Shivji says, although liberation was no
doubt a democratic struggle, its articulation as a
struggle for liberation gave democracy a social
dimension, which the neo-liberal ideology eschews
and avoids. In tum, the tension between political
democracy and social emancipation constantly
beleaguered the liberation and independence
movements (Shivji, 2003).
Shivji, the erstwhile professor of law asks a very
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important question; what is the conceptual status of
'good governance'? For him, at the minimum,
liberal and radical paradigms would agree that
governance refers to the institutions and relations of
political power: the way political power is exercised
and legitimized. In other words, governance is
constructed primarily on the terrain of power.
Articulated thus, this means that the values and
principles by which governance would be judged
and characterized relate to forms of governance,
such as democratic governance or authoritarian
governance otherwise termed as dictatorial
governance. The obscurantist character of this
discourse on so-called good governance is made
apparent in its failure to admit of the relationships
of power. Rather it presents itself as a moral
paradigm, distinguishing between the good, the bad
and the evil (Shivji, 2003).
Consequently, what is ' good' and 'bad' governance
turns out to be a moral judgment, on the one hand,
and relativist and subjectivist, on the other. Good
governance is stripped of its pretentious credential
as an analytical concept since it has no conceptual
or theoretical value in understanding a phenomenon
with a view to transform it. Rather, it is, at best, a
propagandist tool easily manipulable by whoever
happens to wield power. This is exactly how it has
been deployed in the dominant, neo-liberal
discourse (Shivji, 2003). It appears Africa is fast
losing the intellectual frontrunners to carry out such
diagnoses that will compel a re-thinking of the very
concepts we use with their associated ideological
baggage.
In a public lecture given in Nairobi, Kenya, Shivji
stated that it was common for the working class of
Tanzania to state that the political class was "eating
the fruits of independence". He continued that the
same workforce was overheard to say the leaders
were now "eating the independence itself' since the
fruits were over. The first angle is from a national
perspective-that of eating the "fruits of
independence" means the intended fruits that
Kenyans really fought for to eat, as they removed
the colonial regime. Kenyans were unanimous that
colonialism was a bad system that deprived them of
many political, social and economic rights they
deserved to enjoy as human beings. The other angle
is from a Government perspective-eating of "fruits
of independence" could be attributed to a
Parliament that today enJoys real financial
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independence from Executive oversight, unlike
previously when it had been emasculated (see
Kagwe, 2006).
Why do economists regard expenditures on
education, training, medical care, and so on as
investments in human capital? They are called
human capital because people cannot be separated
from their knowledge, skills, health, or values in the
way they can be separated from their financial and
physical assets (Becker, 1975). Leadership relies on
knowledge, skills, and values to make one an
effective leader. Human capital resides in people
while social capital resides in the relations among
them (Coleman 1990, 304). First, social capital and
leadership have varying degrees of instrumentality.
In Coleman's terms, the transformational leader
develops human capital and a market-related social
capital that involves human relationships in relation
to economic functions, e.g. production, and acquires
value primarily in relation to the economic interests
of the leader. Transforming leadership entails
development of moral resources and public goods
that assert a new and valued dimension of the
humanity of a group of people, apart from their
economic role and apart from direct, economic
benefit for the leader.
Second, social capital and leadership intend and
produce very different change depending on the
context. Coleman's social capital relates primarily
to organizations, albeit formal and informal, and to
change within them. If leaders embody the social
struggles of the people they lead in order to bring
about social change, then they acquire the attribute
of a national resource, a fundamental form of social
and human capital. Their functions are linked to
civil society struggles. Coleman suggests an explicit
role of leaders in increasing social capital.
However, there is need to consider the role of
culture and history as part of that social capital base
which a truly committed leadership seeks to utilize
in a national project of transformation. African
leaders must seek to improve their capacity in the
creation and protection of social capital.
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